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LIGHTNING DiTS BIG FIELD TRIALS
MUCH DAMAGE AT LA CENTER
Electrical Storm Yesterday
Leaves Trail of Wreck.
Great Wind, 11144fric41i tiit 1111111
Sturm lently sunday
elorning.
DAMAGE SUFFERED ELSEWHERE
A severe rain and electrical storm
did great damage in Paducah and
McCracken county Sunday morning
between 5 and 6 o'clock. Houses
were struck, trees shattered, tele-
phone and telegraph lines put out
of colutnIssion. a shut down at the
traction company power house twice
forced, and residents put into a_ wild
state of excitement in some localities.
The storm started between 4 and 5
o'cleck with rain. The wind rose in
velocity until it resembled a hurri-
cane. At 6 o'clock- lightning began
to play brilliantly, and crash after
crash awakened the sleeping relit
dents.
Goodman Residence Struck.
The residence of Mr. T. C. (Clint)
Goodman, an Illinois Central black-
smith, on South Ninth street between
Ohio and Tennessee streets, was
struck and the bolt, although It tore
away the rear of the house with a re-
port louder than a cannon, did not
awaken the sleeping blacksmith.
when he rose two hours later and
started out the back floor, be was
knocked down. The bolt had charg-
_ ed the metal lock and door knob.
q 4
1
Two at One Blow.
But for a fortunate absence, the
families of Mr. R. Woerner and G.
Moore, residing side by side in new
frame dwellings on Harahan boule-
vard, between Madison and Harri-
son streets, might have been severely
shocked If not killed outright by a
bolt of lightning Sunday morning.
As & result of the electrical vielta-
lion, the house of Mr. Woerner is
partly wrecked, and a section r of the
weatherboarding toru from the side
of Mr. Moorees house, The bolt
struck about 5 o'clock, anti the report
deafened residente in that section.
The bolt atruek the Woerner resi-
dence. going down the chimney and
passing through the bath room. It
also struck the Moore residence, only
a few yards away, and tore a section
of weatherboarding off, leaving a
gaping hole in the lithe of the house.
Fortunately the boards did not ignite,
and cause more damage from fire.
A telephone message to No. 4 fire
company, at Jones and .Tenth streets.
was received, stating that lightning
had struck the residence of County
Judge R. T. Lightfoot, No. 1733 Jef-
ferson street, and that the house was
afire. The &term was switched to No.
1 -station, but It was discovered be-
fore the company left the station.
that the building had not ignited and
that little damage was done.
The resident* of Mrs. D. Manefield.
eel South Ninth street, was struek
but little damage done.
Trees Shattered.
Trees all over the city and county
were struck by lightning. One lo-
cated east of the Illinois Central pas-
senger depot, a large oak, was track
and shattered. An oak tree in the
old fair ground property near the
}telly fluke residence on the May-
Pell road, wes wrecked by a bolt of
lightning, and bark thrown a great
distinee in every direction. A tree
In the yard of Mr. Will Lydon, at
Tenth and Adams street. was struck
and branches torn off.
Wires Suffer. .
Wires suffered gepeeally. The
East Tennessee Telephone company
reputed about 200 phones out of
Arrangements Made for the
Great Kentucky Events.
One Hundred and Fifty Sportsmen
Hese .1 • I the Astoewintion,
and Success Is .Assured,
NWETING BEGINS NOVEMBER lit
The biggest and best ,fieti
ever held in Kentucky are promised
in the coming race* to be run near
La Center.
The grounds for the trials are in
Ballard county, and better coientr
for quail could not have been found,
as the birds are more plentiful in
Ballard than in any other country in
the state. That county has been the
mecca for hunters /or years, and as
the races will be run heovember 19,
the hunters will not have opportuni-
ty to molest the (vides.
On March 11. of this year, several
sportsmen, with Mr. M. M. Bardwell,
of McHenry, Ky., at the heart of the
movement, circulated a paper to get
the sentiment of the sportsmen _of
the state relative to the forming oi
the association with its object, thp
holding of annual field trails for the
development of bird dogs, the protec-
tion of game, and to promote good
fernwship and sacial intercourse
among sportsmen. About one hun-
dred and fifty signatures were readi-
ly obtained, and a meeting for organ-
ization was called for Saturday. June
8. The sportsniep from all points of
01_42_44e19_reiDan4tti. amd_al-thestue-el...
leg The Kentucky Field Trial associ-
ation was organized, and the follow-
ing offirers elected:
President, M. M. Bardwell, Mc-
Henry. Ky.
Vice Presidents, Judge J. J. Green-
leaf. Richmond, Ky.: S. W. Line-
baugh, Russelville. Ky.: L. W.
Blenkenbaker, Louisville. Ky.: Wil-
liam E. Cochran, Paducah, Ky.: Mar-
vin D. Beard, Hardinsburg. Ky.:
Nick Daniel. Williamsburg, Ky.;
William VanDeven, Lexington, Kr.
Secretary, W. F. Booker, Jr., Lou-
isville. Ky.
Treasurer, C. C Loomis, Louis-
ville, KY.
Boar] of governcrs, A'anson Trigg.
Paris; H. P. Ware, Hopeinsville; W.
Lee Cook. Glasgow. Green C. Dun
can, B:oomtleld; D. M. Curry, David-
son; Z. Wayne Griffin, Hartford; Al-
fred. Borie. Louisville; H. L. Perry.
Richmond: D. L. A. Davis, Bares; G.
K. Vemont, Lexington: E. R. flagby,
Bowling Green: Dr, F. W. Semite).
Louisville: Norven T. Harris, Lyn-
don: John R. T. Barbour, Shepherds-
vine: Jere ('. Caldwell, Jr., Danville,
Ky.: C R. James, Paris.
It was decided that the assorlatioe
hold tete:n-1n 1907 and November 19
and 23 were dates elected. . mber-
ship dues of $2 a year we agreed
upon, and a committee wa appointed
to select grounds.
Thies+ races are to be run: First.
the members' stake. open to mem-
bers Me): winning dogs and profes-
sional trandiera are barred. Next the
open derby for Dupe whelped_ on of
after anuary 1,1906: 8300 guaran-
teed and half of all entry fee in ex-
cess of that amount. The last race
will he for dogs of all ages and a
$600 guaranbeed purse.
All the 'high-class doffs of the
country will be on hand—representa-
tives torn nearly every state in tk
union and from several Canadian pro
vinces. The committee on grounds
searched the state from-end to end
and flitally were well rewarded for
their pains-taking by being taken to
La Ceitter,, by isoMe of the good
sportsmen of Paducah. headed by Mr.
E.. Skinner, to whom the aseocla-
Hon Is greatly Indebted. The coon
try 'around IA Center is field trial
(Continued on Page Four.) geound, made to order. Mr. Stoke
- — _ -
Don Billings, Mate on Mary N.
Found Dead Sunday on River Bank.
R. Don Billings, 45 years old, mate
on the towboat Mary Michael, moored
at the foot of Elizabeth street, was
found dead Sunday morning In tall
e eerie, his body still being warm.
Ireath resulted from heart failure.
Billings was sent from theelsoat up
on the levee for a cake-of lee. He Wee
last seen by Capt. Emery \bight as
he tretit--dtrwr -tire hill towirrds the
',eta, beaten the lee on his shotilder.
Thi$ wan 7:1/0 o'alook in the morning.
TEACHERS WILL HOLD
will have charge of the part)
the week of November is to 21. WEEKLY MEETINGS
-
food,
MRS. HA'rriE E. (ILAlwEETER
MIER AT MIAMI, EE.1. 1
btattie--F.--Watatelter, wife ef
Mr. M. ,P. Gladfelter, died of peri-
tonitis August 27th at Miami. Fla.'
She was the daughter of the late D.
C. Wallace, and sister of .Mrs. Lucie'
M. Smith and. Herbert H. Wallace,
of Cairo. She moved from Paducah
two years ago to Miami. She was a
member of the Episcopal church.
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS
ANNOUNCE PROGRAM
Arrangements for the Grand
Lodge Meeting to Be Held
Here October 1=3.
Ai ratigements for the gratel lodge.
Knights of Pythias, meeting to be
held in Paducah October I, 2. 3 and
4. have been completed 38 far as a
public demonstration is concerned
The session lasts four days.. but only
one day will be of interest to lb.
general pnblic. Pee:owing is the pro-
gram outlined to the committee:
THE PROGRAM.
First Day, I.
Gull to order 9 a. m. brfle 1.. Pal-
mer, chancellor commander, Padu-
cah. Ky. bodge No. 26.
invocetion, Rev. J It. Hear), Pa-
KY.
Music, Deal's orchestra.
Welcome address. Hon. D. A. Yee
ger, Mityor of Padttenh.
Response, John J. Howe. lodge No.
24. Carrolton, Ky.
Meek., Deal's orchestra.
Address by Grand Chancellor M. FL
Mcbeen. of Covington. KY.
Adjournment and convening of
grand lodge session.
Session of grand lodge adjourns at
4 p. In. for remainder of _day and
Pythisne repair to Wallace Park for
a banquet.
Convening of grand lodge again
Wednesday morning at 9 o'clock fen
private business the remainder of
the session.
WRECK vicrims NOV FIVIVEN
Three More Deaths Added to
Hock Island Disaster.
Waterloo. Iowa, Sept. 9.—Three
more of the injured in the wreck of
the northbound Rock Island express
train died In the hospital here this
morning. This raises the death Het
to fifteen. The wreck occurred at
Nothing was seen of him after he
Norris Station, in this state, yester-
plunged into the weeds, and beeem- day
ing alarmed, members of the boat's
crew started a search. They fotind
him lying in the tall weeds.. still
slim, the Melting ice lying near -him. eatmfataim
IS SUE GOING DRY
With some of the water out of ber
All profits milked out, too,
With little to eat and going dry.
Whiat is the poor beast to do/
Payne was appointed marsh.,
RA4'SI.4-.1APA TREATY.
Exchneged
The Sunday slim)! teachers of the
Broadwa) Methodiet church have or-
;utilized tor regular weekly mectin
on Friday evenings this winter. The
following officers were elected: Presi-
dent, Mr. C. B. Hatfield: vice presi-
dent, Dr. Vera014 Blythe; eeeretary,
Mrs. Edmund M Post; treasurer,
Mrs. Wi:liam Reed. Tilt purpose' is
for a discussion of the Sunday school
lessons and the hew: Methods of teach
ing The meetlege for the first month
• in ne , vs it k aim ...,)U3111.ad Urals,
620 Kentucky avenue.
The eveging service at Grace
Episcopal church will not be resum-
ed until the ell Sunday in October.
The Sunda) school will begin its
regular meetings on next Sunda).
Mr. Owen Tiels, the organist et
t;race chervil, has been working hara
all summer • In the interest of his
choir and has greatly inereaped its
power and efficiency. Several of the
beat voices in the city have been ad-
ded to the ones already tti It and the
prospect for fine church music for the
winter Is good.
—Thorndike in Baltimore Am•rican.
I Slit. I. AGERWA IL'S CONDITION
PRONOUNCED SERIOUS TODAY
ATTORNEY COR
BETT WOULD OUST
MAYOR- YEISER
fia: Corbett it; attneney +for Hag
goyee melee today that he now ex
pods to fet: quo warranto procyed-
ems to oust_Maior Yeiser from office7
on .the ermines that the mayor isinot
a citizen of Padtteah. When the may
or was Se4.11 th'S afternoon be said
that the quesiion had been threshed
out in the court several years ago
when he was warranted for illegai
registratiou, the court deciding in his
tavbt; and heeling that his tempo-
raryr reeldenct at his home In Arca-
dia does_sot constitute a legal • re-
moval from the city.
WEATHER FORECAST.
InJurt) Leg and Foot Are Para-
1).0.it it nil kidney Trouble Has
"Set In.
The conditern of Mr. A. F. Lager-
wall, manager On the American E-
p as company, w o was WU-tired in
the falling building-a week ago, Is
unimproved today and his attending
physician stated this morning that he
is in a serious condition. The injured
foot and leg is completely paralyzed,
and he is suffering from complicated
kidney trouble caused by the shock.
SCHOOLS OPEN TODAY
WITH BIG ENROLLMENT
Excitement Characteristic of
Opening Session Marks
Day at Buildings.
Esei . mete characteristic of the
Oiwnir t: of city schools, predominated
this 1,0 or in all buildings. Moth-
ers. tall) rs and their children, dress-
ed in eyee, ho" of the rainbow, were
clustered atit the lawns and doors
of sehoel buildings. and Supt. John
Carnagt,', office door had to be
closed and parents and pupils admit-
ted one by one
This morning the pupils were en-
rolled and given lists of books th.y
are required to have. Till:. afternoon
at 2 o'clock they were called togette- r
again, given assignments, anel in-
structed to report for regulnr work
Tuesday morning. After enrollment
this morning all pupils were die-
missed in order to procare the neces-
sary books.
From indicaticuis thie will prove
a banner year in the tilstery of the
schools. Many families which teoved
here during vacation, will kavell en-
rolime.nt, and tax the capacite of
schools to the utmost.
COUNTY ATTORNEY EDWARDS
OF BE NT( 1N N E Y IJOW.
Benton, Ky.. Sept. 9—(Special.)--
County Attorney George C. Edwards
is very low today and little hope is
entertained by his physicians and
f I He h beetami y for his recovery. as _
growing gradually worse since early St. Louis, survive him.
$200.000 INCREASE 'BIG MEN COMING TO
IN TOBACCO SALES THE CONVENTION
Year Closing a Great One for
Tobacco Growers Assoc fa t ion
2,1.%/0 More llogelwads Sold Than it,
1900—Increase Average of
$2 Per 100 Pounds.
THE NEW SEASON IS NEAR
Tolt.t(sC() SALES 111401.
3,000 hogsheads.
Trash 5 fields per 104) 1)011a41.4
1.11gm $0 to $5 per 1041 pound%
Leaf.... $6 to $11 per 104) pounds
S.41.ES 1907.
5,2410 110.41.11)eadS.
Trash  ee1148 per log pound.,
Lugs ...$0 25 to $9 per Imo pound%
Leaf  to 4113 per 100 pounds
Approximately the Dark Tobacco
Growers association did a business at
the Paducah warehouse during 1907
amounting to $2011.0tio increase over
last year. The season closed with last
week's sales, and next season will be-
gin several months earlier than that
just closed.
An average of $2 per 100 -pout:ids
more was received for tobacco dur-
ing this year tran last year. s
With last week's sales the Dark
Tobacco Growers' association closed
its season here, Saturday precinct
elections were held in 13 _precincts
where organ!zat ion In McCracken
his been effected. Each precinct
elected a delegate, and on Saturday
September II, at this city, delegates
ei}i meet  -to. name. a cmodIty.
men. Mr. W. P. Morton. of Graham-
Ville, the present chairman, .is tip-
ped for re-election. Later, at the will
of the executive committeeman, a
nit-cling will be held by each county
chairmen of the association in Ken-
tucky and Tenneolee constituting the
executive commiTtee. for the purpose
of setting a price on next season's to-
bacco.
"Last season." stated Mr. Gus
Veal, local salesman for the aetioci-
ation, "we began selling in March
but this season we will probably be-
gin sales as early as November. We
had an excellent season, and are
greatly pleased."
GANS IS PICKED TO
DEFEAT BRITT TaDAT.
San Francisco,  Sept. 9. --Gans Is
favorite over Britt at odds of 10 to
6 1-2. Both fighters are at practically
the required weight for tomorrow's
battle. The contestants have signed
articles calling for a 20-round cOo
test, to be fought under straight Mar-
quis of Queensberry rules. Each nein
must weigh 133 pounds, or under,
stripped and ready to enter the r:ng
at 2 o'clock. Jack Welsh will referee
and George Harting will be official
timekeeper. Britt will be seconded by
Spider Kelly, Tiv Krellint and Frank
!Wave Alvin King will have charge
of affairs in Gans' earner, with Ben
Selig. "Young" Peter Jackson. Kid
North and Willis Keefe as assistants.
.1. J. Beekenhisch Dead,
John J. Fleckenbach. 41 years old.
-brother of School _Trustee .Peter
Deckenbach, this city, died in East
St. Louis. Ill., Saturday night of com-
plications. He was-until 11102 a paint
contractor in Paducah. Ho was born
in Columbia, Tonne February IS
1863, and came to Padlicah in 15,42.
He removed to Mound City, Ill., in
1902. and from there to thirst St.
Louis a short time after. He leaves
wife and three children. -They are
William and Edwin and Lamm Beck-
enbach. Two brothers, Charles G.,
of Dallas, Tex., and P. J., orthlsrity,
and one sister, Mrs. Nannie Tew, of
Immigration and Good Roads
Convention Speakers,
Mg•ii Ifeputatbill Hate
Beet* Secured Deilver 11vo
Principal .1titiresece.
"IleitItENI 'le 14)%11)1,:iii,t COMES
The preparat ons fur the Immigra-
tion and Good Roads eonv.,nt;on to
be held in Paducah on the 26th and
27th are a,q04Illing definite shape la
a manner which assures great enter-
tainment and benefit to those who at-
tend.
Th association has arranged for
Mr. Charles N. Wilson, president of
the American Engineering company,
of Indianapolis, Ind., to address the
convention on the importance and
value of inter-urban lines to any corn-
rotin.1:•. and his address will be lo-
calised to suit the conditions of Pa-
ducah and western KentlickY.
Mr. J. F. Merry. of Manchester.
Idea. will be the principal speaker
on Diversified Farming. Mr. Murry is
a gentleman of national reputation,
and every farmer in western Ken-
tucky can afford to leave his duties
for the purpose of attending the con-
vention and hearing Colonel Merry
speak on this subject.
Mr. Charles G. Metzenhurg, wins
has recently 'visited Switzerland In
the interest of the state of Kentucky,
looking into the possibilities of Swiss
immigration. yvie attend the.conven-
-Thee a ad-ATI i-rer-ita- -address-1m Iterhar
Immigration .and how to Secure It.
and the value of same. Mr. Metzen-
burg is a gentleman well qualified
handle this-subject from experfenc.
and the further fact that he has lived
In Switzerland for something ov,
20 years.
The association has the.promiee or
the National Department of Imo
thin, that th..# Hoe. Terrence V.
deny, chief of the Bureau of info
mation. will attend the convention
and deliver an address on Immigra-
tion, and Good Roads. Mr. Powderiy
is a gentleman of national reputation.
well and favorably known through-
out the United States as former chim .
of the national Union Labor Organ.
ization.
It Is assured that these great sue
jeets will be well handled at the eon
vention by men of affair,, and it
hoped that on the date of the con-
vention our business people and the
farmers throughout western Kei
tucky, will make it a point to atteati
the convention from which it is In
he hoped and believed great greet
sill result.
Hon. Hubert Vreland. secretary
of the state board Of agrieulture and
immigration. has called his board
to meet in joint session with the ex-
ecutive hoard of. the Western Ken-
turky Immigration and Good Roads
association during the convention on
the 26th and 27th. The object mc
this conference is to co-operate with
the Immigration association with a
view of formulating co-operatii
-plans. by which the state can work
In harmony with the Imniigiettinn wee__
sociation In locating high-clasttr-
man and Swiss fatuities and truck
gardtlerA.
coNtili1T1-1,1TUs
RIFLE Ti' %NI ON SI't
0)0er Ha). Sept 9 - Enthtiteee-
tie congrataterons were given today
by Preselent Roosevelt to the Amer-
ican. Rine team, which atm the Pal-
ma trophy in the Internationel Shoot
at Ottawa, Out.. Saturda) Ile shook
bandit and congratteated each marks-
last week,
Mrs. Hardin Ford, who has been Glass Blowers Have Arrived andseriougly sick for several weeks, is 
also coffirdered as being dangerous-
ly ill today.
PRESIDENT NOT TO MAKE A
EIFEECH FOR MR. BURTON.
Oyster Bay, Sept. 9.— Secretary
Loeb today emphatically denied that
President Roosevelt Is plapning to
speak ip. Cleveland in the interest of
Congressman Burton's mayoralty
candidacy, the president's speech at
Canton will be the only address in
Ohio.
of Large Pearl Found .in White River.
Evansville,' Ind., Sept. 9.--Alfred
Fieliet•ite
ALling Coroner Fred Roth held an and Commeretal Treaties.
investigation, determining (teeth Tokio:Sept. $.--:Riatifiestione Chapman. living near itazelton;
suited from heart trouble, The body' sstelignged here today of the Russian- CON TINTED 11A1!"4. 
thitt welgIted 75 griins,'ind • of-
this 
a pearl in White river today
dial; preparejd frr barbel-and setpeeff-'241111411ette fisheries. esti .eereveserelal
morning to C''ovington, Tenn.. treaties. It to expected the treaties . tiontiTosl rein tonight and fittest- fered 91.500, for the stone, which he 'thoroughly organised for effective
where the deeeased leaves a family, will be Made public soap.
Plant will be Blown in Wednesday.
were
Nearly all the glass heel:ye-re en-
gaged by the Finney glass plant have
reached the city and are permanently
located and the first lot of bottles
will be blown Wednesday uniess,vome
thing unforeseen turns up.
It was stated this morning by the
management that everything is in
good shape and the glass ready for
working this morntner.but it was de-
cided best Ks wait until Wednesday
tbat the different crews-could boil:ten;
tomornm. refused work.
•
The first work done will hi the
blowing of oval, panel and brandy
bottles. A large ()WY of druggists'
prescription bottles will also tet
blown during the first week's opera-
tions.
The plant starts out witb every in-
dication of. a great success. Mr. Fin'-
le' has orders on 1. he hooks aggregat-
ing 81104141e. eget has done but very
little soliciting. lle is enthusiastic
over the prospects end sees nothing
but a great success for the new in-
duetry.
tt A
Every --jr-oiran covets PADItAll TO HAVEshapely, pretty figure, and
many of them deplore the
loss of their girlish forms
after marriage. The bearing
of children is often destructive
to the mother's shapeliness.
All of this can be avoided,however, by the use of Mother's Friend before baby comes, as thisgreat liniment always prepares the body for the strain upon it, andpreserves the symmetry of her form. Mother's Friend overcomes all thener of child-birth, and carries the expectant mother safely throughthis critical period without pain. Jt is woman's greatest blessing.Thousands gratefully tell of the benefit and relief derived from theuse of this wonderful
remedy. Sold by all
druggists at Wi.00 per
bottle. Our little
book, telling all about
this liniment, *ill be
PAGE TWO LITE -PATATCAtt'rvizNIN6
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Marrie
Women
lire department will be features of
tonight's meeting of the board of fire
and police commissioners.
Three firemen and two policemen
are to be elected. Vacancies in the
police department were caused by the
resignation of Patrolman Jack San-
demand the death of Parolman Wal-
ter Shelby. Flretneu will be appoint-
ed to fill the vacancies caused by the
resignation of Henry , Matt Hall
and John Reeves'. There are many
s •
F or the Men who Ca:oll.
The Dover
The distinctive style
and solid comfort of
our 1907 Oxfords are
sure to appeal to the
man who wants the
best in footwear.
Remember-a
Florsheim is al-
ways com-
fortable-
it needs
'break-
ing in."
LEN DLLR
and LYDON
Mother's
TI Small iligahter Cs., Meta, Oa. Friend 
sent free.
applications for all poeitieue on tile.
Charges of unbecoming conduct
have been lodged_ against Assistant
Chief Jake Elliott. John McFadden,
of No. 1 fire sation• will be tried for
alleged insubordination.
p COMMISSIONERS
TO IN% l:slIt tilTliE CILARGES
.%ciAi.•,u FIREMEN.
FARM ERS TO TURN DI ST ILLEItii
--
Large Numbers of Them InquiringWill Alm, Elect Three Firetm:n and
Als•ut Manufacture of DenaturedTwo Patrolmen to Fill Existing
varancies. Alchol from Waste Products.
Washington, D. C., Sent. 9.-Ac-
cording to officials of the internal
More inquisitions into charges 
revenue bureau :litre are signs of le
g
lodged against members of the 
cityreat awakening of interest in the
manufacture of denatured alcoh01.
Letters are pouring in from farmers
and persons of small means asking
for information about the amended
law, the resised regulations, the
irt.thods of manufacture, and the like.
Corgress last winter amended- the
law E0 as to make It feasible for
for no rs and persons with little capi-
ta: to manufacture denatured alcohol.
Until the law was amended it was
tot practical for any but large plants
to engage in the manufacture. The
new regulations that have been pre-
eired by the internal revenue bureau
sre liberal and are calculated to en-
•ourage the manufacture of dena-
•uro,d a:Athol at small plants. The
officials say that, judging by the num-
l.er or Inquiries they s are getting.
-uansnial: plants will be established.
[ession is strong through
a .that denatured alcohol
ssale profitably from waste
ssodus.s. The internal revenue otal-
• stl. that, while this Is true in
thaety. the prastical value of waste
prolue is for this purpose has yet to
IC denealstrated. It is not yet a fully
I tested coniniera.ial proposition.. In
Germans nearly all denatured alcohol
is manufactured front sugar beets
and from potatoes. -
At present most of the denatured
aleohol produced in this country is
inade iu the Peoria internal revenue
aistrict by the big distilling compa-
nies there. Until lately the impres-
sion among revenue officials has been
that the making of alcohol by indi-
vidual farmers would be attempted
but little, but they admit that so
many inquiries are coming in now by
reason of the promulgation of more
liberal regulations that they may
have to revise the ir opinions. A
prominent offieiiii today expressed the
belief that a good desil would be done
by farmers in tile manufacture of de-
natured alcohol through co-opera-
tion.
The first de !.as in life are the
.:raining schoo:s that fit a man for
1.Ss big bal.'. •
awmursansanmaummumomasminmummwesk. 
FOR RENT
Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor;' water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.
AMERICAN:GERMAN NATIONAL BANK
We ,Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.---Why?
irst-Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second-The button holes or stud holes match.
Third-Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth-It irons either stiff or pla;ted bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
STAR LAUNDRY
eattrftrones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
A CHORAL SOCIETY
Prof. Deal Will Organize One
In Present Musical Features.
'taints There Is An Abundance of
Good Talent From Atitich
To Draw.
SIGN.. FOR THE KENTUCKY.
Chances for the organization of &
permanent choral society in Paducah
are excellent since Mr. William Deal,
he musician, has decided, to remain
n Paducah. Such a society was start-
ed last winter, but too late. Mr.
Deal's ideas are many and he in-
tends to interest musically inclined
people in Paducah and present Musi-
cal features this winter and next
spring which Will be a credit to the
it y.
Mr. Deal is director of The Ken-
tucky theater orches?ra and also has
signed a contract with the Palmer
Hotel company again to furnish mu-
sic in afternoon and evening during
the winter and spring. This insured
his remaining here for six months at
he least. He was asked to take hold
of the choral club last winter, but ad-
vised against, containing It on ac-
count of the lateness of the season.
"With a well trained-choral socie-
ty in Paducah, a May music festival
would be an easy matter to arrange,
and there should be no reason why
:mai talent should not be as success-
ful financially and otherwise as was
the init.al festival given last May
featuring Innnes band," declared Mr.
Deal. "There. Is abundance of milli-
cal talent in Paducah that needs only
a little training and drilling. I will
take pleasure in devoting all the time
I can possible give towards perfect-
ing such an organization."
As 'to the band for a May music
festival, Mr. Deal can easily augment
his band by enlisting musicians from
surrounding towns. He intends til-
ing hold early in the season and
pushing the matter through.
 4
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PUBLIC LIBILSRY.
I.ist of New Books Put on the
LegitetX,' *.V3*.114.
Shelves.
Standing of Batters and Pitchers
in the Two Baseball Leagues.
ATiciN.1.1., IsEAGUE.
Hams Wegner, the great and only,
11 fast opening • big margin between
himself and any other National
League player. The big fellow hit to
such effect (*ring the. past week that
he is now half a mile ahead of any
Other performer, and nobody is even
near enough to have a chance to
threaten his supremacy.
Chicago lead's in team batting and
Cincinnati is second. The Reds lead
in long-range batting, but the
ubiquitous Wagner is chief of the
sluggers, with 107 extra bases. Chi-
cago leads in team fielding, the Reds
second.
Quite a string of pitchers still have
perfect fielding records. Bowerman
heads the catchers, and Gauze' the
first basemen. Ritchey tops the sec-
ond sackers, and Steinfeldt the third
basemen. Dithien leads at short,
Schulte, Thomas and Clarke have the
best right, center and left field rec-
ords.
The individual
Players.
Wagner, Pittsburg  
Smith, Pittsburg  
Sheehan, Pittsburg  
Doyle, New York 
Magee, Philadelphia  
lioffman, Chicago  
Bowerman, New York
Beaumont, Boston  
Clarke, Pittsburg  
Brain. Boston 
Leach, Pittsburg  
Lumley, Brooklyn  
Mitchell, Cincinnati
Schulte, Chicago  
Stralig, New York  
Walters, St. Louis  
Odwell, Cincinnati  
Chance, Chicago  
Browne, New York  
Seymour, New York
Jordan, Brooklsn  
Scanlon, Brooklyn  
Bates, Boston 
Tenney.; Boston  
Slagle. Chicago  
Steinfeldt, Chicago  
Schlei, Cincinnati  
McLean, Cincinnati  
Ritchey, Boston
Hall, Cincinnati
Lash, St. Louis
Port of Missing Men, Nicholson;
The Brass Bowl, Vance; Bar-20,
Mulford; Beautiful Joe's Paradise.
Saunders; Books, Culture and Char-
acter, Lamed; The Scarlet Car, Da-
vis; The Mayor's Wife, Green; Run-
ning Water, Mason; New Chronicles
of Rebecca. Wiggin; The Black
Gown.Hall: Friday the 13th•Lawson;
Union Cause in Kentucky, Speed;
Middle Five, La Flaische; Etidorhpa,
Lloyd; The Princess Virginia, Wil-
liamson; Summer Its mnal. Moors,
Aunt Jane of Kentucky, Hall; Aliee-
for-Short. De Morgan; Lady of the
Decoration. Little.
The following boats's donated by a
patron of the 11-brary!
The Puppet Crown, McGrath; In
Kedar's Tents, Merriman; Saxe
Holm's Stories; Princess Aline, Da-
vis, Feet of Clay, Bar'; The Girl and
the Governor, Warren; The Oppo-
nent*, Robertson; A Carolina Cava-
lier, Eggleston.
•
FOR SALE.
My residence. 2012 West Jeffer
.4.11 street. Five rooms, hall. porches,
bathroom and pantry. Newly painted.
Rest resident location in city. Tele.
'dome Horne 'phone No. 1023. Also
boum'itoitl furnillire. J. E. Baker.
Old Mars must wonder what the
world Is coming to when Senator
"Bob" Taylor-he of "Love. Laugh-
ter and song comes a-knocking
at the door ar.d seeks acquaintance!
--Washington Herald.
Tee Sun want ruin. tor remits
All These for
a $1.00 Bill
Sanitol
Sanitol
San Ittil
Sanitol
Benito!
Sanitol
Sanitol
Sanitol
Sanitol
Santini
Toot Powder. ...25c_
Face Cream 26c
Tooth Paste  25e
Toilet Powder  25c
Liquid AntfseptIc 25c
Bath Powder  25c
Tooth Brush 35c
Shaving Creme 2&c
Violet-Elite Soap  25e
Face Powder 35e
Total retail price... .92.70
ALL THESE FOR A $1 BILL
" Call at MtPherson's Drug
Stole and we will explain how
to got the above preparations
fr Icos
McPlIERSON'S
Drug'Store.
records follow:
Pc.
.348
.318
.306
.304
.304
.304
.303
299
298
.295
293
.292
292
.289
.286
.296
.285
.382
.281
.278
,277
.276
275
• •'• • • •
The Pitchers.
.273
.272
.272
272
.271
.269
.969
.269
Pct.
Brown, Chicago  .818
Reit I bach • Chien°  .860
Pfeister, Chicago  .792
Ferguson. New York  .750
Frazer, Chicago  .750
Overall, Chicago  1720
Sparks, Philadelphia  .696
Matthewson, New York  .692
Lundgren, Chicago  .674
Pettinger, Philadelphia  .643
Willis, Pittsburg  .62,5
Coeridon, Philadelphia  .625
Wiltse, New York  .619
Pastorius, Boston  .619
Liefield, Pittsburg  .613
American League,
no r tiii sticks to the batting
leadeish.p of the American league.al-
though h s percentage shows signs of
a .fall. The real credit now goes to
Elmer Flick, who has gone up to the
top of the all-season men. From now
on it looks as If it would be a close
fight between Flick and Tyrus Cobb.
whose work steadily improves, and
who is now scrapping with Elmer, a
single point being all that separates
them.
The men are batting over .300. St.
Lona; fans will note with exuberant
glee that George -Stone has finally
scooted idle, the charmed circle, get-
ting there in -the exact dot. There is
still plenty of time for Stone to
come forward- if Flick. Cobb and
Crawfora sprain theta bats.
Records of men who have played
ten or more games:
Players: Pct.
Clymer, Washington 384
Flick, Cleveland 
Cobb, Detroit  • • • • • • .33%
Orth, New Yeirk  326
Niles, St. Louis 324
Crawford, Detroit ......  321
Nicholls, Athletics .....  311
Pickering, St. !souls  .305
Parent. Boston_ 304
Stone, St. Louis • 300
Chase. New York 295
Filberfleld, N. Y  .2'34
Kitson,• New Vicki '.294
Spencer, St. Louis 29.1
Hickman, Chicago ..... .• • .  290
Seyboid, Athletics 289
Lajole, Cleveland  .289
McIntyre, Detroit 288
Congalton, Boston .....  22:7
Clarke, Cleveland ......  281
Donovan. Detroit ... ...  2114
Tones, Chicago 283
Kleinow, New York  
Wallace, St. Louis 
Laporte, New York  
McFarland, Chicagb
Moriarity, New York 
t. .281
.278
.278
.277
276
Ganley, WatiltIngton .....
T. mhtlt, Waahinapu...... • . •
Andeennas: att1J1.11009 • • • • • •
qelniptiv? - ' i-  •
rtreli, ,Bt. , 540.1,1441t.' •
"rc , 274
Oldrig, Athletics  274
Dougherty, Chicago' ..... .273
Williams, N. Y. 273
Hoffman, N. Y. 272
American Pitchers.
Pct.
Netter, New York 1  000
Donovan, Detroit .....  85a
F. Smith, Chicago  870:
Joss. Cleveland ..... 
 
Bender, Philadelphia 700
Walsh, Chicago 657
Waddell, Philadelphia  64;;
Killian, Detroit .... .......  640
1Vhite, Chicago ..... • .  640
Thielman, Cleveland • ......  615
Hogg, New York 615
Plank, Philadelphia .. • .....  613
Young Boston 607
Rhoades, Cleveland .. . ...  583
Mullin, Detroit .....  6S1
BALL GAME SCORES.
Natioual League Standing.
P W L Pct.
Chicago • • . .... 131 93 33 700
New York 125 73 52 538
Pittsburg ....  1.28 74 52 578
Philadelphia s..  121 67 54 654
Brooklyn ...  127 59 68 464
Cincinnati  129 54 75 419
Boston 122 45 77 369
St. Louis  130 40 90 354
.276
.27n,
.275
28.
 276
RH E
St. Louis  6 0
Cincinnati 6 12 0
Batteries- Lush and Marshall;
Weimer and McLean.
Second Game.
R H E
St. Louis 1 4 3
Cincinnati  " 5 2
Batteries--Rastnoud and Marshall,
Ewiug and McLean.
Chicago
Pittsburg
R H E
 2 5 0
3 9 0
Batteries- Brown, Overall and
Kling:. Willis and Gibson.
Second Game. .
RHE
Chicago  3 7 0
Pittsburg o 4 2
Batteries- Lundgren and Kling;
Camnitz, Gibson and Sith.
Anierican League Standing.
P W L
Detroit .........123 75 48
Philadelphia .. ...122 74 48
Chicago. ... .....127 74 53
Cleveland .... ...128 74 54
New York 125 73 52
St. Louie 124 51 73
Boston  122 50 72
Washington. ..  123 40 83
Pct.
610
606
583
578
583
411
41(i
325
First Game.
St. Louis 3 11 1
Cleveland  1 7 1
Bat teries -Dineen and Spencer
Tioclinan and Clarke
Ser011d Gaine.
First Game.
St. Louis 2 8 2
Cleveland 3 7 1
Batteries- Glade and Spencer:
Rhoades and Bemis.
R H r:
Chicago  3 7 I
Detroit 6 12
Batteries-Walsh and Hart; Don
ovan, Seiver and Schmidt.
LIPTON BUILDING 2 SHAMROCKS
Challenge for American Cup to Be.
Placed With Royal Irish Club.
Women Avoid
Operations
When a woman suffering from
,fetnale trouble is told that an oper-
htion is necessary, it, of course,
frightens her.
The very thought of the hospital,
the operating table and the knife
strikes terror to her heart.
It is quite true that these troub-
les may reach a stage where an ope-
ration is the only resource, but a
great many women have been cured
63, Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound after an operation has
been decided upon as the only cure.
The strongest and most grateful
statements possible to make come from women who by taking
MISS ROSE! MOORE
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
made from native roots and herbs, have escaped serious operations, as
evidenced by Miss Itosetdoore'sease, of 307 W. assth St., N.Y. She writes:-
Dear Mrs. Pinkhaue-'Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has
cured me of the very worst form of female trouble and I wish to express
to you my deepest gratitude. I suffered intensely for two years so that
I was unable to attend to my duties and was a burden to my family. I
doctored and doctored with only temporary relief and constantly objecting
to an operation which I was advised to undergo. I decided to try Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound; it cured use of the terrible trouble
and I am now in beteer health than I have been many years."
This and other such cases should encourage every woman to try Ly-
dia E. Pin k ham's Vegetable Compound before she submit, to an operation.
Mrs. Pinkham's Standing Invitation to Women
Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to
promptly communicate with Mrs. Pinkham. at Lynn, Mass. From the
syMptoms given, the trouble may be located and the quickest and surest
way of recovery advised.
 0
WHEN CHOKER DID
NOT CHEER BRYAN.
In the year of 194)0, when I was in
Kansas City at the Democratic Na-
tional convention in Convention Hall
there.a rather amusing circumstance
took pface. Bryan had Just been nom-
inated amid the most tumultuous
sort of hullabalo, and people were
jumping to their feet, tossing their
hats, and shouting. I -took a flash-
light of the New York part of the
celebration and started to move my,
eamtra toward another part of the
house, when a messenger approached
me.
"Didn't you just take a picture of
that bunch?" he asked, pointing his
linger at the Empire State delegates.
"I }td,',' I answered.
"Well, Mr. Croker asked me to ask
yon-not to print it. Take another:"
Ile disappeared.
I looked at Croker. He was on his
feet, cheering -and roaring loader
than the rest, In anticipation that I
would conic back and photograph his!
enthusiasm. Litter in the dark room
understood. You will observe front
the picture I give here (the one that
Mr. Croker .didn't wish reproduced)
that be kept his seat morosely dur-
ing the first pandemonium. Croker
never was for Bryan, and I happened
to catch hint. He was sitting very
languidly in his chair, the only man
of the ,crowd who wasn't on his feet
and' cheering. That was what was
the matter.--R. L. Dunn, in Apple-
ton's Magazine.
A $29:s00,040 fine which is not
likely to be passed on by the su-
preme cpurt until after the next pres-
idential election may help to explain
what is expected of the new S'empirl-
cal and tentative" method of trust
busting.-St. Louis Republic.
FRANK L. MacOONALD, BARITONE
PM it N. Oscar /eagle, Pans, francs.
Voice building and tee placinis
thoroughly taught on, nut siert.]
scientific principles t;,,w
being organizsel. Haiirs 11 to 2
and 5 to 730.
Old Phonila 394 or i .
Mrs. Whitfield's, Seventh and kentecky Ave.
We have several good driving horses for sale at reasonable prices and
will guarantee them as represented. Call and see them.
THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY
Livery Ind Waist gun
INCOPPORATCO
Fkurth Skeet and Kentucky innut.
1 Why Not Install a
Porch Light
-Dublin, Sept. 9.-It is stated on
good yatchina authority that Si
Thomas Lipton will.. place his cha
lenge for the American cup with Cs
secretary of the Royal Isiala Yacht
club within a fortnight, and that it
 will immediately he conveyed to New
York.
The two Shamrocks, with whichi
Lipton will compete, have been de-
signed for some months past and, in
fact, the boats are actually being
built. They will be tried in the Clyde
and afterwards tested in Dublin bay.
Their designer is as confident as Is
Sir Thomas Lipton that the new beats
will bring the cup over the Atlantic.
Irish yachtmen are enthusiastic
over the coming race, hat they are
not by any means as confident as the
shallenger. They believe the Ameri-
sans will still keep ahead in the mat-
ter of yatcht, skipper and crew.
Since Sir Thomas Lipton made his
intentions known he has -branched
out in new lines of business and be-
come generous with newspaper ad-
vertisement orders. His trade rivals
aeense him of racing not so notch for
the trophy as for bit-einem purposes.
It is pointed out that the primrose
path ends in death. If there are any
other paths that do not end at the
same place the world has not dis-
eovered them.-Los Angeles Times
The only good thing nhout the
weather Is it N something to -tall
thont ivith people that bore you to
Stoat ta
And brighten the
welcome of your
guest,s? The cost
is small. , .*
•
The
• •
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,Paducah Light &‘ Power- Co.
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eatere tilyes Piine eV:enemas That
No l'aducah (1Msen Can Afford
To Ignore.
Danger Signal No. 1 comes from
the kidney secretions. They will
warn you wh4n the kidneys are sick.
We:I kidneys excrete a clear, amb.ar
fluid. Sick kidneys send out a thin.
Dale and foamy, or a thick, red, ill-
smelling urine. full of sediment anJ
Irregular of Passage.
Danger Sagnal No. 2 raeoe from
the back. Baal: pains, diel and heavy,
or sharp and acute, tell you of siek
kidneys and warn you of tho- ap-
proach of dropsy, diabetes and
Bright's disease. Doan's Kidney Pills
cure sick kidneys and cure them per-
manently. Here's Paducah proof:
W. F. Shoemaker, of g20 South
Stith street, Paiticeh, Ky.. says: "ICo
cannot say too inull for Doan's Kid
ney Pills. I used them for back-
ache and irregulte action of the kid-
ney secretions whet were also un-
natural in color. I procured them at
DuBois, Son & Co's drug store, took4
them sedirected and they seemed to
put a new bit•e on me it was so
strengthened. I used two boxes ot
Doau's Kidney Pills and they have,
given me more genuine benefit that.
all the other medicine I have ever ta-
ken."
For sale by all dealers. Price eft
cents. Foster-Milburn Co', Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name — Doan's—
and take no other.
NEW COMPANY ENTERS FIELD.
For Telegraph IlusIness--Americats
Union to open.
Chicago. Sept. 9.--The American
Union Telegraph company, which
promises to become a strong compet-
itor of the Western Union and Postal
companies in the telegraph business
of tbe country, will open °flees in
Chicago In two weeks, according to
L K. Davis, president of the Rock
Island Construction company. The
capitaestock of the new company will
be $5,000,0410. It will be incorpor-
ated under the laws of New Jersey
or Maine, but the headquarters .of
the company will be in Chicago.
"Wealthy capitalists of New York,
St. Louis and Chicago, are Interested
in the new company." said Mr. Darla
today. "I cannot give you their names
now, but in a few days I will be able
.to do so. J. P. Hornaday,.27 William
street, New York, is looking after the
cinittrere,sts of the new company in that
GRTIFFAIAL ROBERT E. LER
Was the grtatest general the world.has
erect known. noliarils Snow Liniment
lathe greatest Liniment. Quickly ciiires
all pains. It Is within the rcalch of all.
T. IL Pointer, flemysteml. Texas. writes:
-This Is to certify teat Banarde Snow
Liniment hail 'ten used In my house-
hold for years and has been found to
be an exceitent Liniment for Rheti-
matie palm. I ant never without It."
fold by 3. B. Ochischuteger, lAns Bros.
aad C. 0. Ripley.
BOY_ KICKED BY HORSE
IN SERIOUS CONDITION.
--w--
Mayfield. Ky., Sept. it.—The seven-
. year-old son of Alfred Cashion, liv-
ing in northwest Mayfield. Is lying
dangerously ill with a fractured skull.
The boy was in the country and fell
from a wagon and was kicked by a
horse. Dr. J. L. Dismukes, Jr.. was
• summoned and found the wound to
be quite serious.
WHEN
You Want Any
Printing
• You Usually
Want it at Once
THE
Sun Job Rooms
nose 3584
Does all kinds ot printing
We have the men who know
how to do your wdtk just as
it should be done, and we
make an effort all all times to
give you just what you want.
Let us figure with you the
next time you need any print.
hag.- we can save
you some money. We know
we can give you satisfactory
work, and give ft* to you
preempt'''.
SIAMESE TWINS
FREAKS OF A BIRTH AT EV-
ANSVILLE.
They Have tine Trunk and a Deathly
Heart, Two Heads and Sepa-
rate Limbs,
Evansville, Sept. 9.—Twin girls
grown together so that thea had
one trunk and a double heart, with
two well defined heads, shoulders,
and separate arms, legs, were horn
Thursday...at St. Mary's hospital to
Mrs.; Della, wife of B. L. Heide an
iron woreer, living at 1222 Eichel
avenue, Dr. T. Varner attended Mrs.
Heldt.
Life must have been extinct for at
least 48. hours before birth. Mrs.
Heldt took lii Wednesday nigh and
was taken to the hospital early
Thursday, where the eceiedren ,were
born at 6:30 o'clock.
The heart was the. most excep..;,-)n-
al feature, It was well knitted- to-
gether, and it lay directly in the line
of juncture between the bodies. The
junction of the toros orlcurred at a
point on the breastbone even well
the armpits, and extooded downwai I
to the median line of the abdomen,
the body in this part being single to
all intents and purposes, with the ex-
ception of the depression on either
side where the two bodies were join-
ed. All the other organs In the trunk
were separate.
The two children weighed fifteen
pounds.
Mr. and Mrs. Heldt have been mar-
ried three yeere. These are their first
children. Mrs. Heldt Is recovering
nicely.
The case is a rar:ty in medical an-
nals, and Dr. W. T. Varner, who Pt-
tended the delivery-, searched the
medical books for an exactly similar
case. The. best known eases of twins
grown together who reached maturi-
ty are the Siamese twins, and Ole
negrces Millie and Christine. The
Siamese twins were joined at the
side. and Millie and Christine back
eiback. The little, babies born here
fated each other precisely. Staff Pho-
tographer Randall of the Journal-
News, took pictures of the twins for
use in medic:11 works.
Dr. W. T. Varner was assisted
Dr. W. C. DudJenhalean, who nol-
ministered the anesthetic. Dr. G. W.
Varner was present. • •
ROOSEYRLT MAY HUNT IN SOUTH
Invited to Go After Big Game In Cane
Brakes of Louisiana.
Oyster Bay, N. Y., Sept. 9—Presi-
dent Roosevelt is considering an in-
vitation to go on a hunting trip into
the Louhidana cane brakes ikumediate-
ly after his forth-coming journey
down the Miasissippe river.
T,he men who have extended the
invitation assure him that he will
get some shots at bear and other big
game, and if he can arrange his af-
fairs at Washington so as to go he
is likely to aceept. In case he makes
the trip farther south he probably
will not retul'n t6 Washington until
about 'October 2-0.
, The names of those who have in-
vited the president to the Louisiana
hunt are not announced, but it is un-
derstood that they are practically
identical with those who entertained
him on the bear hunt at Smedes.
Miss., four or five years ago.
Ie Is understood that Stuyvesant
Fish, ex-Judge Dickinson, chief coun-
sel for the Illinois Central railroad;
John McL. Henney, a member of the
civil service commission. and John
W. Parker, a cotton planter, are
among the men who have extended
the invitation to the eiesident.
COUNSELS MASONS OF ITALY.
Grand- -Master I Advises Ag it a t ion
Against Foreign Religious Orders.
Rome, Sept. 9.—Signor Ferrari,
erand master of the Masonic order
ii Italy, has issued a circular letter
'o all the lodges in the kingdom de-
earing that the order is absolutely
eeposedsto personal attacks on priests
end prelates on the plea of anti-clear-
lcalism. He says the work of Free-
masons in Italy ought to be directed
against the entrmous increase in the
:lumber of religious orders and con-
gregations which have tatted in
Italy since their expulsion from
France. and_ that such' an .agitation
ought to be promoted by legal means
through he parliamentary members
affiliated, with the society. The cir-
cular has made a good impression,
notwithstanding the fart that . the
Masonic order in all Latin countries
Is bitterly opposed by the church.
BUILDING RESUMES;
ALL TRADES AT WORK
Contractors anti Carpenters
Come to Terms Saturday.
Local Building Trades Will Deg:val./A.
a Trades Alliance of All tin*
iAleni Voiotia.
CARPENTERS' UNION IS SOLID.
After a desperate, yet dignified
fight, lasting since May 1, union car-
penters in Paducah won out against
contractors, and the event was cele-
brated by speeches and a routing so-
cial meetteg at Central Labor Union
hall Saturday night. Contractors
.w he had leekescoeteeteause-aeromee -an
in a graceful way acknowledged that
!
they had been beaten fairly and
squarter, and were willing to sign
up. It was brought abotit by the
tightest tie up of building industry
possible to effect, and those instru-
mental in bringing the strike to an
end are the carpenters, bricklayers,
hod carrier, plumbers, Retail Mer-
chants' asoalation and many Influen-
tial citizens.
As predleted in The Sun Saturday,
contractors met Fiaturday night with
union carpenters and signed the
scale, with one exception, Mr. B. T.
Davis, who atter the meeting de-
clared his willingness to sign todie •
which he did.
Cementer* Solid.'
Carpenters are now. WIC (Aid union
body. Saturday night the union at
oepted 28 non-union applicants,
which takes ii ,.very_ non-union car-
penter in' Padacale
Building Trades Alliance.
Sunday morning at Ceatral Labor
hall a meeting was held be different
UltiOna. in the building trades and
steps taken to organize a building
trades alliance, made possible since
carpenters were made a solid union
body. Representatives from the
following trades were present: Car-
penters. plumbers, brick masons,
electrical workers, painters, roofers,
plasterers and laThera. The lathers
hare pot formed a union, but will this
week, and will go into the alliance.
This will Peke in every trade union
employed in building industry, and
cards will be issued by the alliance
instead of individual unions. One
side will read "Issued by the trades
alliance," while on the opposite side
will read the union to which the hold-
er belongs.
Saturday night a second meeting
will be held for the purpose of effect-
ing a permanent organization. Ea .h
union will this week elect ,delegates
to the Saturday's meeting. .it is
said that never before in the history
of Paducah has' unionism been so
strong, so thoroughly organized.
Pk•kett Acquitted.
Fulton, Ky., Sept. 9.--Tom Pick-
ett, charged with killing Ed Newton
,at Hickman 'Christmas Eve night.
while acting city marshal, was ac.tpitt-
eel yesterday. The Jury was out
only eleven minutes.
\Viten a man looks trs though he
had Wenn, It Is t:peetik safe bet that, Ask thy triurse What thou iihouldst
he hatifil, ihnv- --Chleago Post.
°A Drop In the Bucket."
-Harper's Weekly.
BARDSTOWN .%( IN
FOR FOX HUNTERS.
Committee of National Association
Arranges for Trials.
DEMENTED WOMAN
CAUSES ottis.vr EXCITEMEN'T AT
214 MONROE SATURDAY.
She Eights Her Sister-in-Law and the
Pollee Are Called te Titlee charge
of Her.
\Vhen the patrol wagon, bearing a
stalwart negro "ti m=ty" and Patrol-
men Cross and Johnson, stopped in
front of 214 Monroe street Sunday
afternoon at 4 o'clock, it was an un-
usual sight that wet the eyes of the
patrolmen. Standing on the pave-
ment with a child under each arm
and a third tugging at 'his trouseis.
R. B. Cunningham, colored, cook at
Hotel Beloiedere, stood outside the
house with an anxious expression on
his face. From inside the house
tecroams audible several blocks em
stuttert- _
"She's in inert., Mr. Polices," the
negro etated, pointing luto the
house. Summons to arrest a crazy
woman had been received at is
headquarters, and indications poii
ed to a troublesome vase, which, how-
ever, developed differently.
After an investigation it was found
that the woman was insanely jealous
of her husband, and It had driven
her into hysterics. She had fought
her sister-in-law. and .the latter used
a stick on the eupposid insane woman
unmercifully, claiming to be in fear'
of her. The wife and sister-in-law
itert brought to police headquarters
where an inquisition Into the case
was made. Chief Collins being ap-
prised of the expeated arrival of an
aunt of the wife eeturned her home,
sent the sister-In-law to another
house, and will see that the alleged
demented woman is returned to Win-
chester, Tern., her home.
CAT FLIPS TURTLE TO SAYS DOG
A'alorous Maltese on the Steamship
Bradford Plays St. George for
Terrier..
New York, Sept. 9—Damon, an
aristooratie maltasee torn eat, and
Trilby, a diminutive fox terrier, are
recuperating from kn encounter with
a savage snapping turtle in the hos-
pital ward of the steamship Bradford,
whi(h arrived here from the West
Indies.
Trilby's logical name (should be
Pythias --that is, so long as the cat's
name is Damon--for the two are in-
separable. Capt. Thomsen, who owns
both Damon ahd Trilby, is English.
however, and he just can't make his
"it's" behnee. Hence"lier refuses to
rechristen the terrier w:th a name
that contains the elusive consonant.
While the Bradford was on the
high seas, Damon missed his Trilby.
After nosing around for an hour or
so he heard yelps issuing from the
turtle pen, and as turtles ain't in the
habit of yelping, Damon surmised
Trilby was in trouble.
When Trilby's knight chivalrous ar-
rived a large and savage snanidng
turtle bad the little fox terrier cor-
nered and was beating a vicious tat-
too on .his dogshiper ribs with its star-
board stern flipper. Trilby was mak-
• ing desperate efforts to grab the tur-
tle by the neck, but the turtle worked
the shell game and was getting the
money.'
With skill born of long practice in
extracting forbidden delicacies from
the grille), the big torn cat extended
a long, sharp clawed paw into the
turtle pen. Theriv was a (pick flip
and. Mr. Turtle "got the hook."
But as the gallant Damon escorted
Trilby front the Oen. the turtle,
sprawled apparently helpless on his
back, saw an opportunity for revenge,
which he grabbed immediately. That's
why Damon sports, a barsdage on the
end of his tail and occupies a berth
next to that Of Trilby in the sick bay.
Louisville, .Ky., Sept. 9 —Unant-
mails vote of.a committee named by
President Nat W. Halstead. of Bards-
town, head of the National Fox Hunt-
ers' association, Haedelown was chos-
en as the place for holding the com-
ing field trials and annual meet.
which has been fixed for November
11. Owen Tyler,, of Louisville; C411.
Jitter Chinn, of Harrodsburg; Sam
Woodridge. of Venetilles; C. JIMere-
dith, of Bowling Green; Joe Death-
erage, of Richmond; W. A. Wade,
and R.' J. Fink, of 'tubers, compose
the committee.
The best and most successful meet
In the history' of the organization
Was held at Bardstown, and this
prompted the committee to make the
place Bardstown. The Derby 'field
trial for young dogs begins Noslamber
12. The attendance at this meet is
expected to be greater than ever, and
devotees of the sport from all over
the stete will attend.
1D'ucle Rube Was "On."
"So On found your way here with-
out trouble? What guided yon-e"
"No guy (lid me, by gosh! I'm on
to your city ways."—HoUston Post.
A good many of us find it easier to
see good in a big Mist than-in the
man who touches us for a dollar and
then forgets to return IL—Wasting-
tip Post.
Subscribe for The Sun.
"Nile 
I Phones 176. Fifth and Jefferson
et WIDE WAVES.
Odd Causes and Methods of Self-fle- 1
struction Revealed by Records.
During the past year. according to
reports front a large number of elates
the nuentser of suicides in the United
States will reach 211 per cent. more
than for the prteious year, and the
increased percentage in foreign coun-
tries will equal, if not go beyond, that
of this country. Naturally the heavy
Increase in the United States may be
attributed largely to time large in-
crease in population, but suicide eta-
tistIcii show a much larger increase
than does that of our population.
There was a time when history
showed that suicide obtained almost
entirely to nations sunk in enervat-
lag luxuries and vices, and that indi-
aidual cases occurring in a healthier
condition of society were invariably
traceable either to moral degeneracy
or to mental imbecility. Such eon-
ditione do not'now exist, for suicides
come from every walk and condition
of life, from the rich, poor. Intelli-
gent, ignorant, white and colored--
from every class the great list of self-
destroyed is made up.
The Japanese are the only people
known to history among whom there
is an established mode of suicide. The
Jap draws the line at a pistsal_or
rough on nee but from his earliest
days is taught the indispensable part
of his education—harikirt, or, in
plain English, "happy dispatch." a
mode of disemboweling one's self.
with which every Japanese of condi-
tion must be theoretically
Atuerivana and other nations adopt
any and every means which will eel /
eomplish the work. There are mare
means now used which were not in
reach of the poets, phikssophers, his-
torians, orators and other great men
drt the days long gone who put a
period to their existence. They were
entiro ly unfamiliar with the methods
empeeed in these enlightened days
if they may be so termed. Think of
a Briton killing himself by rolling
down the great Pyramid; a Green-
wich pensioner using his spectacles
to stab himself to death; Cheater
thrusting a brass key down his throat
Demosthenee taking poiston which he
carried -tp a pen; Lablenue burning
himself to death because his writings
were barned; Ceto's daughter, Poe
tia, and Cattle's Lutatlus swallowing
burning coals of lire; Herenntrie
beating his brains out against a post;
the old philosopher, Empedocles,
throwing himself into the crater of
Vesuvius: Demooles scalding htitiaelf
to death: Aristarchus_ starving him-
self; Hannibal drinking bullet blood.
and Cassius Uremia choking himself
with a napkin because he feared
Cleero's judgment.
The causes and the means are al-
most innumerable; but the one which
most quickly touches the heart is
that furnished by the larger cities al-
most daily: "No work. no bread, no
home, no hope." Without these It
does seem that life is not worth the
living. But there are hundreds of
frivolous causes designed. A woman
 In Pilladelphia committed suicide be-
cause etre believed her husband loved
flielietebe 'better than .she did, her-
' • lf; a man in Cincinnati killed him-
self because his wife refused to
scratch his back; Mrs. Milner, of
Pittsburg swallowed carbolic acid be-
e lime she did not believe she cooked
all enough to please her htashand;
EXCURSION I..oung lad In Pennsylvenia teemed!itself because he was too bashful
 TO  attend school: John Davidson, of;
hates, fearing he would be burled
‘'f., choked himself to death: Henry
THE
Will Run An
OPEN AGAIN-
We are ready for business and desire to see all
of our customers in our temporary home,
Corner Filth and Jefferson Streets
(Tate's Old Stand)
In spite of the fire we will be able to till every order with our
usual promptness and despatch and supply your every want.
Hardware, Sporting Goods and
Useful Household Utensils.
L. W. HENNEBERGER CO.
neorporated.
You get handsome, well
appointed carriages
when I serve you. We
vnpprotot personal at-
tention at all times.'
1-1ARRY ANDERSON, PHONE 915
swos :le eirt not keeping an a;.- kuoweez his wife • e • e
polntment caused a young lady of the
sante state to end her life with a dose
of carbolic acid; a Georgia citizen
shamed off this mortal coil by jump-
ing into an open furnace becauseehls
wife did not present him with a bee
baby; another Mall in Alabama want-
ed twins, and beeause the doctor did
not leave tie na he drowned himself:
it was a Florida man who hanged
himself with a clothesline because he
could not attend church: fear of a
chastisement front his father caused
a Smith Carolina lad to itunli Into
river; William Sefton. of the District
of Columbia, killed himself after a
young lady refused to marry him;
another trim the same place, William
Thomas. an actor, took rough on rats
beceuse he believed life a failure; a
demented man in Nebraska .cut his
throat because "angels were calling
him every day to come to heaven:"
rumors circulated that a young man
ehad negro- blood in his veins' (lsed
a North Carolinien to cut his throat;
taillike to 'make good on an assign-
ment cause(' a young reporter on a
Colorado p sheetaper to  himself:
rather than see her children want
for bread a Minnesota )(lung woman
hanged herself; tired of a farmer'
his insurance ineuey, a teinneeticut
farmer took a plow line and ended
his existence; beaause his allowanee
was cut down to $12.oloo a year a
1-oling titan In California w,iit by the
carbolic acid route: dread of hydro-.
.phobia 90 preyCli On the mind of a
West Virginia man that he used an
()Id musket to put himself out of
troable; gamb:ing iii hts whi...h he
l'011111 nOt. 111.4•1s :Is tile cause as.
tignoll In a man in leinola for end-,
log his life, and thousan -ods f such
cases could be cited— Chicago Inter-
Ocean.
Tile Tonal That Heals
Is the teeth of Buckler's Amite
Salve. It'sthe happleet combination
of Arnica flowers and healing balsams
ever compounded. No matter how
old the sore or ulcer :s, this Salve
will cure it: For horns, sea-Ida, cuts,
woutid-; or piles, it has no equal.
Guaranteed by all druggists: 25e.
Humility is one of the ingrediee
a aelf-made man occaelonally forge;a
to mix with his material.
It is funny bow much
eeens to find
'14 for
illOt l` a man
1The Best Carriage
Service in Paducah
Cairo Sunday, Sept, 22
On the El•gant likes, of Ohio, was one of titiromany
STEAMER J. S.
Boat leaves Paquoah at a•-
-Lawre„s Cairo 6 p. Arrives at
l'aducah 10 p. nu.
auniesommommammo
-es of too much ntother-in-latte end
,}c the poison route foe relief; be-
-'tee he was a humpback, a young
-in in Arkansas cut his throat; Sam-I.
Barrows. of Pennsylvania, chokedi
,mself to death with baker's breadi
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL. ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building, Both Phones 835
•
YOUR FUTURE
may look bright and prosperous—but a "mini always
precedes a storm." Prepare for the stormin your
life-r-for the-time when you will need money—there
is only one way to do it—gave, and you will be sure
of the futnie.
Start today—a dollar will do it.
We pay 4 per cent interest on all savings ac-
counts if left with us six months or longer.
-
'Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
211 Broadway,
4
PACE FOUR
thz tabucab Sun..
AerlICRNOON AND INZEKLY
THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO.
IneonPoRATED
St. Ftstirste Freed id.
Z. J. PAXTON, Oeuerat Manager
Watered at the postortSce at Padaoah.
Ky., as second class matter.
SIUSseitirTION ILATESs
THE DAILY WE
Ey starrier. per week  .18
By man, per month in advance... .116
tory Emil, per year, in advance... .5110
THE WEEKLY SUN
Per year, by mall, possess pald..51.00
Address THE SUN, Paducah, Ky. 
Office. 116 South Third. Phone 561
Payne & Young, Chicago and Itisw
York. representatives.
THE HUN can be found at the follow-
ing places:
R. D. efferent' & Co.
Van Conn Bros.
Palmer house.
John Wilhelm.
..„...—{rtioGRAPoor
<UNI N 1 LABEL>
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 9.
CIR(VLATION STATEMENT.
August, 1007.
1 3880 16 3904
2 3885 17 3897
3 3882 19 388()
5. 3846 20 3928
6. 3829 21 3917
7 3834 22 3908
8 337 23 3933
it 3804 24 3959
10 3860 26 3932
12 3820 27 3900
13 3826 28 3914
14 3825 29 3928
16 3898 3u 3940
31 3886
Total  104.897
Average for August, 1907 .... 3,885
Average for August, 194)6 .... 3,940
Peraonalle appeared before me,
this September 3, 1907, it. D. Mae-
Millen, Businees Manager of The Sun,
wbo affirms that the above statement
of the circulation of The Sun for the
month of August. 1907, is true to the
best of his knowledge and belief,
PETER PURYEAlls
Notary Public.
My commission expires January 22,
1908.
Daily Thought.
A prudent haste is wisdom's leis-
ure.—Balian Proverb
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
For Governor—Auguirtus E. Will-
son, of Louisville.
For Lieutenant Governor—W. H.
Cox. of Mason county.
For Attorney General--James
Breathitt. of Christian county.
For Auditor—Frank P. James, of
Mercer county.
For Treasurer—Capt. Edwin Far-
ley. of McCracken county.
For Secretary of State—Dr. Ben
L. Bruner, of Hart county.
For Superintendent of Public In-
struction—J. S. Crabbe, of Boyd
county.
For Commissioner of Agriculture
—N. C. Rankin. of Henry county.
For Clerk of Court of Appeals—
Napier Adame. of Pulaski county.
For Legislaturee—George G. Mc-
Broom.
Mayor  James P. Smith
City Attorney .... Arthur Y. Martin
City Treasurer  John J. Dorian
City Clerk  George Lehnhard
City Jailer  George Andrecht
City Tax Assessor....Harlan Griffith
Aldermen—T. C. Leech Harry It.
Hank, G. M. Oehlechlaeger, Jr., C.
H. Chamblin. W. T. Miller.
Councilmen--- Second ward, A. E.
Young; Third ward, C. L. Van Me-
ter: Fourth ward, F. S. Johnston;
Fifth ward, S. A. 11111. Frank May-
er; Sixth ward, W. I.. Bower.
School Trustees—First ward, W. M.
Karnes; Second ward, W. J. Hills;
Third ward, H. S. Wells and
J. H. Garrison; Fourth ward.
Dr. C. G. Warner and C. G. Kelly;
Fifth ward, I. 0. Walker; (Sixth
ward, .1. C'. Farley and Ed Morris.
The program for speakers for the
Immigration and Good Roads
convention to be held here
the 26th and 27th is
committees in .charge have been very
fortunate in securing good speakers.
Charles N. Wilson, president of ;The
American Engineering company, of
has the important sub-
ject of interurban lines, one in which
Paducah and west Kentucky.are very
much interested; J. F. Merry, 61
Manchester, - Iowa -a- weatiemaseeeof
national reputation, will take for his
subject, "Diversified Farming", a
question which *is interesting alt
southern farmers at present; Charles
G. Metzenburg, who has visited
Switzerland in the interest of. the
state of Kentucky, looking into the
possibilities of Swiss immigration,
will deliver an address on that sub-
ject. The association also has the
promise of the National Department
of Immigration that the Hon. Ter-
rence V. Powderly, chief of the Bu
reau of Information. will attend and
address the convention. Tile conven-
tion lost year *as very rccessful,
:And the, resullfa.-ot-Sta good work are
becoming more evident every day,and
It bobooves Paducah to do 111I it can
to make the coming session sa suc-
ceseful as poasible, for lu as great
measure as west -Kentucky is' bene-
fited by immigration, Paducah will
profit.
A demand is coming from mans
Euroireane for President Roosevelt
to take a hand in an effort to clove
Monte Carlo, the great gambling es-
tablishment of the Prince of Monaco.
The president is considered the one
big man to tackle th• job. In this
country we think he can handle any
proposition, but don't think be will
invade foreign fields for work, as he
has plenty to do annowe just now.
Harriman is an optimist. In an
interview yesterday he said the
country is enormously rich, safe and
sound, and that Wall street is but a
poor reflector of general conditions.
Strange talk, indeed.
The melancholy days.are here for
the school boys.
EUROPEANS ARE'FLF.EING
,TIEltROB__FROM_ MUROELX1
leranee Peewee,: To Join Spain and
Put Irifty Thousand Troops in the
Country.
Paris, Sept. 9.—Today's dispatch-
es from Tangier indicate no change
in the situation at Casa Blanca or
Rabat, where the armies of Mule!
Hafiz and the present sultan are ex-
pected to meet in a few days. Despite
the assurances of the pretender that
foreigners will not be molested, most
of the Europeans at Rabat are pre-
paring to leave at once, fearing a
reign of terror may fol:ow the ex-
pected battle.
Representatnies of the pretender
have made such strong pleas for his
recognition by the powers that the
matter is receiving serious considera-
tion. It is generally admitted that
Abdul Azziz has practically no control
over the southern tribesmen, while
nearly all of them have sworn alle-
giance to his rival.
Another problem that has given
the powers considerable anxiety is
the danger that, following the instal-
;anon of foreign police at the several
ports, the anti-European movement
may be revived. Many Europeans
now in Morocco have warned their re-
spective governments that anything
that looks like further encroachment
by France or Spain will be resented
by the Moors, and that there is even
strong possibility of the declaration
of the long dreaded holy war'.
M. Clemenceau appears to, have
struck a popular note by his handling
of the delicate situation, and the vio-
lent attacks of the socialist leaden
have no longer any appreciable effect.
The French public feels that Premier
Ciemenceau is merely carrying out
the obligations assumed by France
and Spa.n at Alegeiras of keeping or-
der at the sea ports of Morocco.
CLIFF HOI'S'E IS DESTROYED.
Fatuous Hotel on Feast at San Frei..
cheer Is Burned.
San Francisco, Sept. 9.--The [ani-
ons Cliff House, first aTtraction of
tourists, was burned to the ground
Saturday evening. The fire broke out
in the building about 4:45 o'clock
and an hour later a blackened heap
of ruins was all that remaines of
the historic structure.
The house was built of wood, and,
fanned by the lively ocean breeze!.
the flames made such headway befors
the nearest fire company arrived that
it was realized that the plate was
doomed, and.more attention was paid
to saving adjoining properly Loan to
stopping the fire. ,
The Cliff House had been closed
for some time, as the n vv. lessee.
John Taft. was remodeling interior.
Workmen were about the place unill
noon, and then departed for the nay
How then-fire started is a mystery.
EAGLES ELECT BELL AS CHIEF.
Next Convention of the Ordi+ Will
Be Held in Seattle.
Norfolk, Va., Sept. 9.—The offnun
announcement of the vote in the elec-
tion of officers of the Grand Aerie.
Fraternal Order of Eagles, showed
the election of the full administra-
tion ticket, headset by Theodore A.
Bell. of California. Seattle was chos-
en as the next place of meeting over
Jamestown, N. Y.
The Judiciary reports having been
disposed of by the Changing of the
laws of the 'eider se as to-prevent mis
Interpretation of existing statutes,
the grand body took up_the considers.
ation of changes recommended in the
ritual.
A resolution' was passed requiring
the unqualified closing of all Eagle
homes on Sunday.
•
—D. E. Wilson. the book and
music man, is probably the busiest
nAn in town today. Sctiool children
by the hundred, school book lists in
eager hands, passed in seemingly end-
less krocesaton through the roomy
aisles of Harbour's book department
"We cnt the price," suPported by lib-
all day krng. Wilsons battle cry:
eral advertising in The Sun, was the en • 41( 13.12.0.4
•
AellE PADUCAH :IPANTIsIG1 !AT"-
Berry Geo. Two Sears.
For throwing a rock at a medicine
show at Eighth and Tennessee
streets Friday night and striking
Earl Bailey in the eye, Arthur Berry,
a fifteen year old negro boy, was
sentenced to two years in the reform
school by Juvenile Judge R.T. Light-
foot. Patrolman Aaron Hurley arrest-
ed the negro and besides receiving,
with his partner, Patrolman Hears'
Singery, a $20 reward for arresting
the boy, was named a committee ts
take Berry to Lexington and left with
the prisoner Sunday morning.
The will of 'theelate Susan Polk
Temple was admitted for probate in
county court. She leaves her real es-
tate and personalty to sisters, Miss
Willie Temple and Mrs. C. H. Broth-
ers. To her brother-in-law, Dr. C. H.
Brothers, she leaves a set of encyclo-
pedia and a dictionary. Miss, Willie
Temrts is named as executrix.
Lexington Prisoner Caught.
Noah Warr, colored, wanted in
Lexington, Tenn.. for alleged crim-
inal assault on a negro girl, and for
obtaining money by false pretenses,
was arrested Saturday night by De-
tective T. J%Moore while in the act
of shipping his trunk to Louisville
preparatory to going there himself.
He was taken back to Lexington Sun-
day, returning without requisitlyu
papers.
Police (Arent.
Willis Dunlap, colored, for assist
lag Pete Caldwell in breaking in the
Paducah Brewery company ware-
house at Ninth and Boyd streets, held
over.
Joe McNish, colored, for stabbing
H. H. Fields, white, on an Illinois
Central train Saturday night/ con-
tinued.
Other cases: William Pinkerton,
drunk, $1 and costs; Jim Ragsdale,
breech of ordinance, continued; Bud
Elrod and James Show-era, breach of
the peace, continued; Wallace Roach,
$10 and costs. and Jennie Willough-
by, both colored, dismissed for breach
of the peace; Edith' Batchlain and
Joe Compa, disorderly conduct, the
former $5 and costs and the Latter $1
and costs; John Shelton, disorderly
conduct, $5 and costs; Ed Peachtree,
colored, for creating a disturbance
in the Craig hotel, $20 and costs;
Jack Tarr, Stick McCormick, Ed Far-
rte. drunk, coneinued. Houston Wil-
liams, colored, petit larceny, con-
tinued.
Circuit Court.
Nonappearance of one witness this
morning made it impossible for the
last case set for trial in circuit court
today to be tried during the morning
session. It was continued over until
this afternoon.'s session.
Fowler Finch, a young railroad
man. was•giren three years in the pen
itentiary for robbing Clarence Tol-
bert of $38 while he slept at Wallace
park this summer.
Robert McGee, corored, who broke
into the Cook Brewing company stor-
age warehouse, was given five years
in the penitentiary.
Will Dixon, tenured, charged with
breaking into Mr. Frank Parham's
house, was acquitted.
Leroy Crutchfield, colored, for
stealing Miss Golds Dale's $100 die-
Our
Window
1Display
Clothes
Ifor the
;School Boy
holds the lime-light in these
days of preparation for the
opening of school. Mothers
like their snappy style, their
handsome patterns. But
their beauty is more than
-skin deep;" it's the re-
inforced parts. the extra sew-
ing, and that sort of thing
which makes their superiority
most apparent. You doubt-
less know just what the boy
needs now and if you haven't
seen this splendid display, by
all means do so.
snagpet ,which drew the crowd. Thee 
was no confusion;, just business—
Iota of it. l'OUTFITTEBSENIANDibnalYlolitswillesilliesveruffillas-11114.41■011
---• • ---- -
motel ring, was hiltieu three years in
the penitentiary.
Thomas Hornbook, entered, SVSS
given three years in the pen iten tia r S
for selling coat, which he had stolen,
for so rents, alleging IS to be his owu
properts.
Mitchell Wilson, colored for cut-
ting Lillie Gray, colored, got one
year in the penitentiary,
Fred Watkins, for the nieged theft
of (Metiers from Will Dossett, was
acquitted.
Ed Woods, housebreaking,
Ante Morton, petit larceny, 30 days
tn county jail.
Will Harris, motion for new trial
overruled and appeal granted,
J. H. Childress, grand juror, ex-
cused from further service, and J. A.
Lane substituted.
L. B. Rou.se and Z. H. Bryant, petit
jurors, excused and A. G. Coleman
and W. N. Hines substituted.
eon-
Grand Jury's Report.
Six indictments, all jail cases.
were reported this morning by the
gran-41 jury -ait-foJlows:
Will Baker, for converting $1.50
to F. M. Ragsdale, to his own use.
Edgar Holland and John Nichol-
son, white boys, .for ,breaking into
the vacant residence of Mrs. M. K.
Scott on Monroe' between Fourth and
Fifth streets. They had been dismiss
ed lu police court.
Charles Johnson and Char.,
Jones, colored, who broke Into man
residences and storehouses and wie,
got two years in two counts, the
third count being dismissed, were in-
dicted on two charges, breaking into
the Jim Duffey pressing club head-
quarters; also into the pressing chat
headquarters of Joe Starr.
Leroy Crutchfield, for stealing a
$100 ring from Miss Golda Dale.
Thomas Hornbrea-k, for selling
coat not his own for 50 cents, elite:
log it to be his property.
Deeds Filed.
Ethel IGrimes) Ogilvie and others
to Z. C. Graham, $1 and other consid-
erations, property in the county.
Z. C. Graham to W. H. Cunning-
ham, property in the county, $1.809.
Ed Francis, guardian of his saw
ter's children, failing to respond to
summons issued against him, was to-
day ruled to appear in county court
at 10 o'clock tomorrow morning or
proceedings against him would be be-
gun. He is ruled upon for certain al-
lowances to be made from the funds
In his hands.
LONGWORTH INTIMATES THE
PRESIDENT MAY RUN AGAIN.
In An Interview at H lulu, He Says
Circumstances May Cause ('hange.
Honolulu, Sept. 9.—An intimation
that President Roosevelt may be per-
suaded to run again, under circum-
stances, was given out by his son-in-
law, Nicholas Longworth, just before
he satied for San Francisco. Presi-
dent Roosevelt will not become a can-
didate for renomination unless the
country demands it he said, he has
firmly made up his mind to stick to
his courts.' and only a more
widespread demand for him to accept
the nomination will alter his deter-
mination.
Benton Rogers Dead.
Benton Rogers died at Owensboro
Sunday afternoon and will be buried
tomorrow afternoon. He was a broth-
er of Mr. J. E. Rogers, of Powell-
Roger & Co., and resided In Paducah
for two years. He leaves a wife and
four sisters and brothers.
The Evening Sun-10e. a week.
LIGHTNING DOES
MUCH DAMAGE
Continued from Page One'
commission nearly all day. A cable
was struck near Tyler. In the coun-
ty few lines suffered. The Home
Telephone company did not suffer
greatly, not more than 15 telepones
being burned ,out. The Western
Union Telegraph company reported
'mixed" lines but none down. The
Postal Telegraph company; did not
suffer, any. The Traction company
was shut down twice by lightning
hurtling out fuses, but only one trans-
former was burned, this -on Harahan
boulevard, throwing that section into
darkness until a new one could be in-
stalled.
The Illinois Central suffered from
yesterday 'a electrical storm. All the
wires except train wires were down
for some time, and an emergency
crew of linemen were kept busy all
day repairing the breaks arid the
a "grounds."
1 
The Storm at Cairo.
Cairo, Ill., Sept. 9.—The storm
-4:which swept over this section 'early
yesterday seems to have been. charac-
i teristic in that it did vsky little dam-
age here, but was quite destructive
etseabere. The 43ulletin's Mounds territory of Russia,n army, and geu-
.
conreepondent tell or coiiirderilidetlaitnes, Who now occupy ire fortified
damage-404ve Iweltat eleis44064e wires poste Upon hit; succeselon to ths
i
aminimen.......maingsmangsege111111111111111111&
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and crops.
In Cairo no injury
MONDAY, 01,1811111FR p. wfi
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These Days
We're Keeping an Eye
on You All Right Sir!
WE want to place you in
" . line this fall with the
best dressers hereabout. We
can do it if you say the
word.
We've got the things to
do it with.
Suits, Overcoats, Trousers, Vests,
Hats, toggery of all sorts—that's
right up and in tune with the
times.
No high or prohibitive prices
here. No, sir, never!
We'd like to show you what's
what whenever you're ready. We're
always ready and ,loaded.
Look or buy. Mox nix ()use.
The Clothing Store That
Carries the
Union Store Card
DESBERGER'S
GOA E ABEReormr,,,
323
Broadway
- !throne the emperor-deke takes an I COMMITTEE TO SELECTwas reported,
barring a sign or two blown down,
among them that of the First Bank
and Trust company, a large wire
frame bearing the word "Bank" in
letters four feet high.
The storm was more electric than
windy, but no daniage to electric ap-
paratus was reported hereabouts. The
wind blew at the rate of 36 miles per
hour according to the weather bu-
reau records, which is not a strong
gale.
Over the County.
Reports received by the Sun toda)
indicate that the storm was general
throughout the county, the greatest
damage being done to the growing
crops, many fields of tobacco being
very badly damsged. At Woodville,
the wind storm seems to have been
the hardest. Trees were uprooted and
fences blown down but without loss
of life or any one_ injured. Our cor-
respondent at Woodville said this
afternoon that , great damage was
done to the growing crops. the ears
of corn being blown from the stalks
ln many instances.
Reports from lionton, Murray and
Ntayfield were that the storm did not
reach those places, only a light rain
falling.
CHANGES IN FINLAND.
New Conte Button --Ca rriee.--4: ran ts
concesnions To Russia,
St. Petersburg, Sept. 9.—Thefpress
has obtained a draft of the new con-
stitution for, Finland, which was sub-
mitted recently to the emperor by the
Finnish senate for presentation dur-
ing the current session of the diet at
liensingfors. This document, which is
designed to replace the antiquated
constitution of 1772 .and 1789, the
ukasea issued by the emperors at va-
rious periods, and Other precedents
in 'part legendary, under which thi
grand duchy of Finland has been gov-
erned, is the Trutt of 12 'months' la-
bor on the part of the senate. It Was
begun with the sanction of his maj-
esty and the co-operation of the gov-
ernor-general. ' •
It effects sweeping changes in the
conditions now in force, including a
series of notable concessions in the
imperial prerogative which funda-
mentally reshape the relations of.the
grand duchy to the empire. In this
constitution the status of Finland is
defined as that of a semi-sovereign
state, bound to Russia by a person
tie only. •
The sovereign i& obliged to govern
Finiandeenelusivaly throngh his Fin-
nish subjects and . tills measure
Means the banishment from F,nnish
#
oath to observe the rights of Fin-
land before claiming the reciprocal SILVER SERVICE MET
oath of loyalty from his Finnish sill
jecta.
Notice.
Notice Is hereby given that CertiS-
este of Deposit No. 7077 blued by the
Citizens Savings bank of Paducah.
Ky., for the sum of four hundred dol-
lars and dated May 25th, 1907, has
been lost. All persons are cautioned
against negotiating for said certifi-
cate as payment has been stopped on
same. J. H. JOHNSON.
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
Every done makes you feelbetter. Laz-Pos
keeps your whole tenses right. Sold on the
money-back plan everywnere. Pruse 50 cents.
:WO SIEN 1104)SIED.
An' Hemmed in By Fire mad Debris+
In a Mexican Mine.
San Antonio, Tex., Sept. -9.- Two
hundred men are believed to be
doomed in Las Esperaxo mine, in
Mexico. They are hemmed in by
names and the only hope is for aid.
The reseuers have .made but little
headway in reaching the imprisoned
men. The explosion is believed tn
have killed at least 27 miners. The
miners are furious at the manage-
ment as thia Is Ake itecond explosion.
Precautions taken guard mine
against possible attack.
GEORGE BERNARD SHAW
LOST IN MOUNTAIN GORGE.
His I ti easii rear* rice Aroused Whole
• Country.
Barmouth, Wales, Sept, 9.—After
a night lost in the Welsh mounitaie,
George Bernard Shaw, the noted Pi4Y
wright, arrived !Rarely at Dongelly to-
day. His disappearance roused the
whole country aide and search for
him was conducted all night.
—B. F. Page, 38yeats old, a black-
smith residing at Sixth and Tennes-
see streets and employed at the, J. E.
Morgan shop, died Sunday morning
at. 1 : 30 o'clock of typhinia, after an
illness of five months. He came here
one year ago from Enid, Tenn., and
leaves a wife and three children. The
boiny was shipped to Erin, Tenn.. aver
the N., C, & St. L, road yeerterday af-
ttertnson. Burial will be this after-
noon at Erin.
Moors Ready for Settlement.
Tangier, September 9 --Ad-
vices today state it is
believed the Moors about Casa Blan-
ca ready for a eettleepent e:of thee
troubles, 'All Is quiet; iu Southern Mo-
rocco..
The committee found the task of
selecting the silver service that is to
be presented to the city's name-sake
gunboat not an easy one and after be-
ing in session for two hotrrs witrout
making a selection adjourned at
12:30 to meet again at-2 o'crock to
again take up the matter.
Sixteen designs were before the
committee in all, the prices of which
ranged from $1100 to $2400. Ot
these the two most expensive were
not considered at all leaving a total
of 12 designs from which to select.
The companies which 'had designs
were as follows: Warren & Warren.
one design; J. L. Wanner, one; J. L.
Wolff, three; Nagel-Meyer, two; Met--
mord-Jaccard Co.. of St. Louis, four;
(two of their designs were not con-
sidered 'on account of being too ex-
pensive); Duhme Jewelry Co., Mil-
einnati, Avo.
MUST RETURN FIXTURES.
!inanity Judge Orders Sheriff to Re-
store (sinfiseated Property.
Leavenworth, Kan., Sept. 9.—
Judge Gilpatrick in thn'sdistrict court
today ordered the sheriff to return
to their owners the fixtures in twenty
three Leavenworth' saloons reoentiy
seized upon the order of the attorney
general of the state. The defendants
testified they had not sold aay Equor
aster the attorney general Lod order-
ed the.in to stop doing so. The. 110-
ty prosecutor was unable to present
any testimony to the contrary.
fixtures are valued at1100.000
J. J. Thomasson Dead,
J. J. Thomasson, 49 years old, a
carpenter, died this morning at
o'clock at 617 North Fifth street, of
lockjaw, the result of sticking a nail
in his foot ten days ago. He boarded
at Mrs. Peal's residence and worked
for Contractor Robertson. He leaves
relatives in Montgomery, Ky., and the
body was turned over to Guy Nance
& Son, and embalmed. It will be
held pending word from relatives.
Mrs. Deal a Composer.
Mrs, William Deal, wife of the
well known musician, has composed
a march entitled "Rebecca at the
Well," which was played Saturday
night at the Palmer House. The
composition took well, 'and several.
requests) were tent up for Its, repeti- •
don, although those requesting IL
were 1111411wire that is-Its first pres
sentetion. The march will be publish-
ed and placed on sale shortly
MONDAY. SEPTEMBER 9.
keltillips Co.
adie' (1I Jilk Xode 59e Vair
Xotidaq 9:30 t 'Work
We place on sale Monday at 9:30 Ilse dozen pairs Ladiese.Pure
Silk Hose, Colors black, red, green, light blue; quality that,
would ordinarily retail at 125o to $3.00 a pair Now we have
this small lot, which are seconds-teat is imperfect in some
one respect-a stitch dropped or a heel irregular or the like,
and to close the lot out we are going to put on Sale Monday
at Site pair. This little lot won't last long, so come early
?air to a tustonter tnIti
?fa 'dharges 2fo .911one ',Orders
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
-Dr. Moyer residence phone 464;
office 175.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
Broadway. Phone 196.
-City subscribers to tne - Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers atopped Lutist notify our col-
lectors or make the requests direct
to The Sun office. No attention will
be paid to much orders when given
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
--We give you better carriage and
better service for the money than
Is gives by any transfer company In
America. Fine carriages for special
oocasions on short notice; also - ele-
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co
-Farley a Fisher, veterinarians,
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new
phone 351.
-Perpetual green lawn grass seed
just receiver. Branson's, 529 Broad-
way.
-Dr. J. W. T. Patterson, of 4'35
North Twelfth street, announces that
in future he may be reached by new
peones 661 or 1500 instead of old
phones 1161-ra or 2099.
-Place your orders tor wed.11-g
Invitations at home. The Sun Is
Showing as great an assortment as
you will find anywhere, at prices
much lower than you will have
pay elsewhere.
- Reva and cheapest. We rent bug-
gies, earriagrea end horses Separately.
Both phones /00. Copeland's Stable,
419 JeffersOtt,sereete
--Mrs. Doilan's private school
will open Monday, September 9. Com-
plete literary and coinmercial courses
Call or address 543 South Fourth
street. Old phone 1478.
-School books and sAool book
lists for every grade now teady. ()ome
early and avoid the opening rush. R.
D. Clements & Co.
-leave The Sun mailed to you or
any of your f -lends going away for
the summer The address will be
changed as often as desired, and the
rate is only 25e a mouth
--A- gong to be placed at Fourth
and Broadway to warn neaten:nen ve-
hicle drivers and pedestrians of fire
alarms, arrived Saturday, night from
Newton Upper Falls, Mass., and will
be placed in position at once.
--News of the death of Conductor
A. L. Hooper, who ran ter years on
the Illinois Central, between Padu-
cah and Centralia, in California
Thursday. has been received in Pa-
ducah. He went west for his health
a year ago but was little benefited,
growing slowly worse. He was well
known and popular Wth a host of
friends. The body will be brought to
Centralia for burial.
-Saturday; the first meeting of
County Teachers' Literary society
was held at Lone Oak. A program was
rendered, and the meeting ve-y en-
tertaining.
-Harry Dalton. the tailor_ has
,We fidend 61toes
We repair Shoes of all kinds
and we clo it well.
We have the most improved
machinery for doing Repair
work.
Bring your old Shoes here for
repairs and you'll be surprised
to learn how easily, quickly and
how well we doctor them, and a
moderate price, too.
There is no Job of Shoe Mend-
ing that is beyond the ability of
our Repair Shop.
4 da
bought the Mock of the late W. 3.
Dicke, of 516 Broadway, and re-
moved it to his own shop on Broad-
way near Fourth street. The fixtures
were not inckided in the deal.
-"Ladies' Day"at Wallace park
gulf links Saturday brought Out a
large crowd, and playing was inter-
esting and keen. Foss beat Malone
with two up and one to play. Keller
beat Berry with four up and three
to play. Bleecker beat Friedman by
default and Bleeeker beat Grassham
with five up and four to play. Sweet-
Seeliefil 'Corbett by default, and Don-
ovan beat Hughes. Burnett beat L.
M. Rieke with three up and two to
play. Dexter beat Davis by default
and Wheeler with five sup and three
to play. Bingham beat leterback
default.
-Mr. arid Mrs. Charles Kiger aud
Mrs. James Rudy were precipitated
from a two-seated vehicle at Fourth
and Broadway Saturday evening ear-
ly. A broken axle caused the acci-
!dent, and no injury was sustained.
-Contractor Geroge Weikel has
been awirded a contract to clear the
site of the wrecked American Express
company building, and began work
today, •
-Beginning tonieht the street
railway cumpany elle.dlecontinne tha
car running ma Smith Third street.
Making the last car out thatestreet
leave Fourth and Broadway at 11
o'cloek, the oftme time as the last
(sate On the others leave the central
portion of the city.
s--Mr. J. S. Huuteenatne has been
confused with that of H. .1. Hunt.
Wed was in an accident last Friday
and he wishes his friends to know It
was not he.
-Ben Boyd's colored "Nationals"
defeated the crack white "Recchise
team of Louisville, champions of the
ety league of that city, at Wallace
park in Paducah yesterday afternoon
by a score of 6 to 2. Excellent play-
ing was done on both sides. but .the
Padscah team outbatted the' vitiators.
A secoed game will he played this af-
ternoon. Hale did the pitching fol
the Nationals. s
-The advent of a "town horse"
wrecked beautiful lawns on South
Thirteenth street yesterday morning,
and came near causing a serious! ac-
cident. Mr. Harry Judd, the Illinois
Central pattern maker, found the
horse in his front yard. It had eaten
all his choice flowers Lawns in that
neighborhood had suffered before the
horse got to the Judd yard. Mr. Judd
drove it away, and in running down
the pavement, the horse ran into a
crowd of small children, narrowly
missing several with its hoofs.
-State Senator Wheeler Campbell
took the stump today in the interest
of the Democratic party. He left at
7:50 o'clock for Cadiz, Trigg county.
where he will open the campaign in
the/ county.
-While spreading hot pitch in
seams on the steamer Wabash on
the marine ways Saturday afternoon,
Mr. Henry Rhue, the well known
caulker, was burned aboge the hands
He stumbled and threw .up his brush
he was using.to steady himself. The
hot pitch ran down spreading on his
hands. He is unable to work, so se-
vere are the burns.
- -
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PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS
ssAGE FIVE
Seamau-Neible.
Mr. Louis Seaman and Miss Louise
Neible were quietly married Sunday
evening at the German Lutheran par-
sonage. Rev. Wiliam Grohter perform
log the ceremony. The attendants
were Miss Olive Randle and Mr. Carl
Tucker. After the ceremony the
couple were tendered a rception at
the houae of the bride's palettes on
South. Ninth street. Refreshments
were served. Mr. and Mrs. Seaman
are residing at No, 1349 South Ninth
street.
To Spend Winter in Washington.
Mims Julia Scott, 725 Madison
street, will spend the winter in Wash-
ington City with her cousin Miss
Mary Bringhurt. formerly of Padu-
esti, who has beengfor six years con-
nected with the census department in
Washington. Miss Bringhurst has ta-
ken apartments overlooking the cae
itel grounds and with Miss Scott will
keep house in true "bachelor maid"
fashion, Miss Scott is delightfully tal-
ented and *111 be greatly missed in
the musical and literary circles of thc
city. She is now visiting relatives at
Falls Church, Va. ,
Mrs. M C. Thomas anti Mrs. Anna
Belle Derriegton, of Maplewood,
Terrace, returned this afternoon from
It Visit to Paris and other points in
Tennessee.
Mr. H. C. Rhodes went to Louis-
ville at noon.
Miss Rats- Wire. of Mayfield, ar-
rived today to be the guest of Miss
Neter Hatfield.
Mr. A. Seitz' went to Central City
today.
Mrs. C. E. Purcell went to Salem
today to visit relatives.
Mile E. L. Franklin went to Marion
•
toeay to visit her sister, Mrs. LaRue,
who is quite sick.
Mr. L. F. Stevens and wife, of
Halls, Tenn., arrived today to visit
Mrs. J. H. Shoffner, 4'ci2 South Tenth
street.
Mrs. J. W. Cobb returned •front
visit to leereburg, Tenn today.
Dr. E. E. Earle, mterne at the Il-
linois Central -hospital, re/urns-'d
from his vacation today.
Mr. Preston Martin, the tobacco
manufacturer, is -quite ill of malarial
fever at his home. Eighth and Mon-
roe streets.
Mrs. Frank Brenner, at Twenty-
first and Clark streets, is quite 111 of
malaria.
Mrs. Frank Bedde is ill with threat
sited pneumonia at her home, 1125
South Eleventh street.
Miss Orli V. Leigh returned this
morning front Olympia Springs and
Cincinnati. Miss Anna Bird Stewart,
of Cincinnati, came borne with Miss
Leigh and will be her guest.
Mr. W. T. Miller returned from a
business trip to Fulton today.
Mr. Leslie Thompson returned to
May field today at noon.
Mrs, Ethridge Palmer, Miss Cotnp-
ton and Master Elbridge Palmer have
returned from several months spent
in the east. Miss Frances Gould, who
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Leffert
Buck at Hastings-on-the-Hudson, N.
Y. will return in Octobet. She will
be accompanied by Miss Alice I. Comp
ton, of East Orange, N. J., who will
spend the winter with her aunt, Miss
Compton. • '7
Mr. and Mrs. M. R. Nash and Miss
Elizabeth Nash, who occupied "The
Ferns," the Gould home on Clark
street during the absence of Mrs.
Palmer and family this summer, have
re-opened their apartments in the
Sans Souci flats on North Ninth
street. Miss Nash is recovering from
her severe illness of the eunimer.
Dr. Della Caldwell, 735 Broidway,
returned yesterday from Shawnee-
town, Ile, where she was called on
Friday.
Mrs. A. A. Epperheimer. of 1523
Trimble street, has returnee from a
visit to Illinois.
Dr. C. N. Crawford, of the Murray
Mill and Light Plant, was in the city
Saturday evening.
Quigley has returnedMrs. Q. Q,
LITERALLY.
I- •
"Yea, gentloi..ss, for six weeks 1 was lying in the hospital, my tea hang-
ing by a single heir."
"Which one,'
from Kenosha, WO-It ,tic
spent. the tuanuer. Midi Faith Lang-
staff, her grand-daughter, weat over
Friday night to accompany hsr home;
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Ellithorpe have
returned after a visit to St. Louis.
Born, to the wife of Mr. Logan
Boulware, a von Sundey morning.
Miss Alice Dacres, of Cairo, has
gone home after visiting here.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaither Herinteerger
and daughter are visiting Mr. and
Mrs. J. S. Simpson of Barlow.
Mrs. Samuel Stewart. of Metropo-
lis, and Mr. George Willis, of In
dianapolli, Ind., have gone loom- lif-
ter visiting Mrs. Witen tee ow ot
Trlmble street.
Mrs. William C. Gray, of North
Fifth, has returned from Vicinage
and Canada.
Mrs. A. D. Yates and Nits V. H.
Thomas have gone to Dresden and
Martin, Tenn.
Mr. B. M. Moseley goes to St.
Louis today to be absent a week or
ten days.
Mr. Anderson Wood, of Washing-
ton, D. C., arrived yesterday to spend
a month visiting friends and relatives
here, at Fulton, and in Livingston
and 'Crittenden counties. He was for-
merly stenographer for Hendrick,
Miller and Marble, but for two years
has been in the legal department of
the Panama canal cenimission at the
national capital.
Miss Elizabeth Hook has returned
to her home in Redland, California,
after a pleasant visit to Mrs. Jake
Straub, -014 Harrison. -
Patrolman Aaron Hurley has re-
turned from Letington. Ke, where
he took Arthur Berry . esered, to
the reform school. '
Miss Eva Dogger, of l'atk, Tenn.,
returned home today after a visit to
Miss Rose Thurman, on South Third
street.
Mr. John (1. Miller returnee last
night teem Murray where he spells.
Sunday with Mrs. Miller who is speaa
Mg the summer with tee family of
S. Higgins there.
Miss Laura Oberhausen left yes-
terday to visit Miss Lora Petty a..
Fulton.
Miss Phoebe Dawes,of West Broad-
way, is visiting Miss Mary Malloy, it
Eddyville.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Utterbaek ITO
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hinkle left yes-
terday for a visit to points in Can-
ada.
Attorneys C. C. Graesham and W
A. Berry went to Smithiand today ei
attend court.
Miss Sallie Thomas, of MaSfield•
the guest of Mrs. Alben Barkley,
Mrs. Anna McFall of Mayfield, is
visiting her daughteet Mrs. A. T.
Sutherland.
John P. Campbell, Jr., left Satur-
day for Winchester, Va., to attend
school.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Scott have
taken the third story apartment of
the Setae flats at Broadway and Sev-
enth street and will move in at once.
Miss Kate White, 412 Clark street,
has returned from Los Angeles and
other points of 'Calteornia, where she
spent the summer.
Mrs. Sears Cabell and family have
moved front 723 Madison street to
the apartment of the Scott flats over-
looking Seventh street.
Rev, and Mrs. C. A. Warterfield
and daughters Christine, Katherine
and Charlotte, of Mayfield, were in
the city Satueday afternoon for a
few hours. Mrs. Wlarterfield and
chileren were en route to Waverley,
Tenn., to visit relatives.
Miss Madeline Cook has returned
to St. Vincent. Ky., to resume her
studies. after spending her vacation
with her mother, Mrs. Fannie Cook,
420 South Sixth street.
Mrs. Maude MeLaughton. of Cairo,
I'. visiting Mrs. G. Hubabrd, 415 Nor-
ton street.
Dr. I. B. liowell left Saturday for
Jamestown, where he will attend the
annual meeting af_the American Den-
tal congrese Dr. Howell will repre-
sent the Kentucky branch of the con-
gress presenting a clinic for discus-
sion at the meeting.
Mrs. T. C. Nichols and Mrs. D. M.
Cunningham are visiting in St. Louis.
Mo.
Mrs. Ann King. of Grahamville, is
recovering from a severe attack of
pneumonia.
Miss Nannie Sitliff, of Cairo, is
the guest of Miss Julia Crowell, .of
South Fourth street.. ---
Miss Jesse Cicys has returned from
Union City, Tenn., after a week's
visit,
Is
_ _se -
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Entled By Commutation of Aged
taatter by the Pic-side-tie
Washington, Sept 9.- The most
notable case of land grafting the gcov-
ernnient has fought ended today
when the president commuted the
two years imprisonment sentence of
.ludge James Bradford, age 70, of
New Orleans, to expire October 20.
He ha s served two months. He must
restore laud fraudulently secured and
pay a fine of $50.10.
NEW YEAR SERVICES
AT TEMPLE 1-.1:%1
Services were held the ss,
at Temple. Israel in commemoration'
of Rosh Hoshanna, the Jewish
year, which began on yestertis
There were services also, at the
temple yesterday and large congrega-
tions were in attendance both due*,
Rabbi Meyer Lovitch preached
strong sermons appropriate .to ths
day, which is an important holiday
of Federated Chiba.
The, chairman of art of the Wom-
an's club of Louisville has applied
for the traveling picture gallery be-
longing to the General rederartion of
Women's clubs, wishing to hare it ex-
hibited there early In, the minims
This cannot be done, hosvever, tine
a number of other clubs in the state
wish it, also, thus greatly reducing
the expellee, which will be simply the
cost of expressage from one place to
the next. These pictures include
master pieces by Remo Turner, (7hilde
Ilaseam and others and It will be an
educational privilege to have theta on
exhibition: All federated clubs dr
Kentucky desiring the pictures are
requested to send in order at once
to Mrs. Jere Morton, of Lexingten.
The pictures* have no frames or
glass and could be easily displayed
by the Padlicah club in the auditor
him of the club, hoese and the eshl-
bitItin would easily pay for itself by
charging a small entranee feel.
Notice!
All members of Manchester grovs
are urged to meet Wednesday after
noon at the Engineers' hall south
side Broadway between First and The Sun is ill kindly remember that
Second. New policies are here. Or- all such Items are to he paid for
dered by Mrs. !semen. ellen the ad is inserted, the rule ap-
pl)ineto %cry one without excel).
teal.
ROOMS for rent 1215 Clay.
HEALTH MEANS STRENE9
Strength Brings Results
At this season of the year the Horse, Cow,
Sheep, Hog and Hen are weak from their
efforts during spring mad long, hot summer
clays.
Vitality Gone
The Animals and Fowls can't produce profit-
ably. They must have help.
B. A. Thomas'
Stock and Poultry Food will bring perfect
health and full strength to all animals and the
hens through the molt in fine condition for
heavy winter laying.
The Hog Powder
Will positively cure and prevent hog cholera
and make healthy, heavy porkers. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed if given in time.
Hart Sells These Remedies at Factory Prices
6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incurporated.,
MR 5.11.E.
Fot.r loom tnioce with hall, pantry,
closet te bac k eche.; wide
kit; atrial stable and tither UW 1/411141-
lug.. .1 real bargain, if sold hy 04141.
her 15. idler that date, in-operty will
Is' for rent. .1pply to S. A. Hill, 111e2
South Fourth Street, or ring old
pi 
Sealed Bide, Fall Races.
Bids for the following privileges
will be received at the office of T. C.
Burnett, secretary; Commercial club
room, until Tuesday noon, Sept. 10;
Soft drink privilege, lunch privilege,
score card and program privilege.
The association re-serves the right
to reject ally and all bids.
C BreLNETT, Secy.
REFUSE SUBSTITUTES OR 1311-
TATI4)NS--4.ET WHAT VOL' ASK.
WANTED-Violin pupils. Apply
to Mrs. Ruth Clark, 625 Jefferson
street. Phone 532.
HIGHEST PRICES paid for heat-
ing stoves and refrigerators at Furn-
iture Exchange 205 South Third
street. New phone 901-a.
-Watching a chance when clerks
were busy. thieves carried away- -a-I
penny-in-the-slot collar button case
from the E. B. Harbour store Satur-
day night. As near as can be esti-
mated there was about $1.5'0 in pen-
nies In the case.
Fall Races
ANNUAL HORSE SHOW
Paducah, Ky,
Sept, 24th, 2.1tb, 20th and
27th
$43.000 Purses and Premiums.
LOST OR STOLEN--A small yel-
low rat dog. Return to Jas. Meagan.
10,1n South Fourth str.:41 arid get re-
ward.
S is for September Smart
Style, and these are the styles
we have jute. opened.
Smart, snappy and super-
fine, the best line of clothing
that has ever been shown in
Paducah.
For details watch our daily
advertisements.
New fall goods arriving
daily.
I 
WANT ADS,
ROOMS for rent 313 Madison.
-FOR KINDLING wood ring 2301.
HYMAN is the hest man to order
shirts from, as he can Fit U.
WANTED--Hustling girl to work
In restaurant, 217 Kentucky avenue.
FOR SALE-Gravel, sand and dirt.
Old phone 211-a.
BOY WANTED- At 111 -2
South Third street.
FOR RENT- Two furnished
rooms, 1049 Jefferson street.
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicy-
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
ANTED-- Cook at I 0:32 3. ffer
fr son street. Phone 244.
, FOR SALE-Iron and plate glasst
front. Apply to City Bakery, 118
South Second, Frank Kirchoff.
Al`i"rTi"ri`+++11•4  
•
LOST-Medium size-closed- golill
witch. Return to G. M. Dukes. 414Subscriisers inserting %ant ads in
Adams street, and receive $2.50.
FOR RENT-Five large unfurn-
ished rooms, modern conveniences,
desirabre location, 520 -North Sixth
WE: AHEAELLIS'a our hou-seholc,
goods. Everything new and In per-
fect condition. Call at 2107 Broad-
way. R. C. Hollins.
- HYMAN, the veteran shirt man, is
coming. Save your orders.
FOR SALE--M1 kinds of cooking
and kindling wood; also country
heating wood. Phone 2228 Old
phone. W. C. Gipson.
WANTED'-Good, strong boy. vibe
knows ,something about typesetting.
Good position at good wages. 'Apply
at once at The Sun office.
-STRAYED-A small bay horse,
short mane and tail, slightly yoe-
FOR heatieg aud stovewood ring necked. $5 reward if returned to
437 F. Levin. -Sun office. Is. M. Milburne. '_se
FOR RENT-Apartment in 603
North Sixth street. George Rawleigh.
FOR Dlii wtnete od phone'
2361.
WANTED-Several good -Mandolin
and guitar players. W. E. A.. Sun.'
FOR SALE-Oue antique oak par
tor set. Apply to 1721 Madison
street. New phone 512.
-FOR it-ENT-Two houses,-542-and
506 North Seventh street. All con-
venience-a. Fix rooms. Phone 254.
FOR SALE-Very desirable firs
room cottage, South Sixth 'street, two
lots. barn. all kinds of fruit. Pay-
nients if desired. Apply Hunter
Isurches, Trueheart Bldg., phone 127,
Room 2.
FOR RENT OR SALE-Eleven
room house on South Sixth street be-
tween Clark and Waahington. Newly
painted and In good condition. Apply
to H. A. Petter.
FOR SALE OK -RENT- er. at-
tractive two-story five-room lime,.
TENANT WANTED-For .
All modern conveniences tin tiara-
room house Twenty-first and Brad-
han boulevard. Apply 116 North Six-
way, $18. Apply to C. G. Warner.
teenth. ,
WANTED-White girl or woman
to do housework for small rattily.
Old telephone. liseee.
W. D. BROWN Concrete Contrac-
tor. Ornamental and waterproof
work a specialty. Phone 2820.
FOR SALE CHEAP-Pony and
rubber tire phaeton. Apply to W. J.
Whitehead. 1721 Madison.
SAM L. HYMAN has 39 years' ex-
perience. in shirt making.
A RARE BARGAIN in a brick cot-
tags if void at once. Apply to W. J.
Whitehead, 1721 Madison.
CLOTHES cleaned and pressed.
All work guararteed. Solomon, The
Tailor, 113 South Third street. Phone
1016-a.
FOR SALE-Tents desirable for
campers' or fishers' outfit; call at
medicine show corner Eighth' and
Tennessee. -
WHEN BUYING HARNESS, Sad-
dles or repair at the Paducah- Harness
and Saddle Co.. you are geteng the
best. 204 Kentucky avenue.
$10.0.0 RZWARD for a high-head-
ed black mule, 16 hands high, sear on
hip from kick. Address A. 0. Gerard,
Holloway, Ky.
AFTER FRIDAY. August 30, you
can get Ham. Cheese, Beef, Pork.
Mutton, Veal and Hamburger sand-
wiches at III 1-2 South Th:rd street.
-FOR • ,SALE-e-Pony and buggy,
tether separately or together. Apply
to S. A. Hill, at Sun office, or tele-
phone 964.
FOR SeLE--Slx horse power Fair
•
[stinks Morse gasoline engine. n
cendition, will sell cheap., Apply to
' 
Mitchell, .32i South Third
Street
11
LOST--BetWPell Union station and
Palmer House. A brown tailored
jacket. Gray satin lining. Black
velvet buttons. Reward for return
to this office.
CLEANING AND PRESSING neat-
ly done. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Work called for and delivered. One
trial is all I ask. James Deify, South
Ninth street. near Broadway. Phone
462-a.
FOR RENT or sale, 15 acres land
on Cairo road two miles from town.
Well improved and In good state of
cultivation. Apply Chas. Mahon,
381-2old phone.
FOR ,SALE-New eweereont termite
in Rowlateltowe. 'Nice shaded lot
3-0x1e0 feet, $30'ct cash. Other bouses
$500; terrne. $50 cash. and $650
Monthly, Lots 50.1160 feet. J. W.
Slough, owner. 375 Maleolm avenue,
Memphis, Tenn.
FOR 'Alele--Stock and dairy farm
close to Paducah; 200 acres: 40 acres
in meadow; fine place for raising
chickens cattle, .garden truck, etc.
Only 40-minute drive to market; fine
schools and -churches in one-half
mile; good roads, farm mineral
springs, all conveniences. Cheap for
cash. 428 Broadway or phone 934. J.
J. Sanderson, hone Oak, Ky.
FOR RENT.
Two cottages, 725 and 1727 Mon-
roe street., each four rooms, ball and
bathroom, $16 5'4 per month each
One double cottage No. 1141 Ken-
ner, istes side three room,
bath and pantry, on.e sicla,toitr rooms.
Each side $10 per morith. Apply to
Vem. Hughes or Paducah Ranking Co.
(a era •Its.'e sIrd, elit se ere, es a ee te a a se ez a se eta se a a se *elev."'
Worry is Death to Success.
aao.aa as a. aaaaa a a a+ a a a a a ITO0 406.04140 49
•••
A sermon for the young and oldelighten it and brighten it. giving
for those in business line out, by Rev, birth to hartnonioutehealthy thoughts
Madison C. Peters, in .Post-Diapateh:iwhich shall invigorate both mied and
Worry saps nervous energy and body andclear the -Wee of every ob-
robs the body of the strength neeea-Istatile which lies In the path et sue-
sary for the real work of life. It is sem liright. hopeful thoughts, be-
wholly bad, for it never cetinteracts lief in one's ability to succeed, will
with the slightest good ally of the insure success.
evil it accomplishes. Never has it Complain of your hard lurk and
been known to benetle.but always, on you wel poison the atmosphere of
the contrary, to injure. It is en in-, your surroundings by pictures of
eldious enemy which works evee 'failure which jou create In your mind
while we sleep In the land of dreams, You can't plant nightshades and
tvesting and distorting the beatitiftil,gidS ri..se.s--like produces like. Soar
visicns of that land into eorribie.iseed sown will produce its own p.icu-
hideous, grinning things, the memo- liar crep, but good seed planted al-
rite of which haunt us in our wak-!ways gives a ripe fruition and an
ing hours. It fags the brain, wrius.abundant harvest.
kles the brow. dulls the eyes, withers ' - We often anticipate disasters that
the cheek, enfeebles the hands. crier- never come. Worry breads feirsome
rates the amts. palsies the limbs. and ithinga, but they only exist in lhe ate
places the crown of age on the browistract and never can materialize tan-
of youth. With one hand it points i gibly unless courted into life by ells-
the way to the lunatic asylum an. content, despondency and
th the ether becketuainniward..to Then_ithes disasters that are dreaded
suicide's grave. It is the inflexibeeicome, because /tarry and anxiety
Implacable enemy of success. wl.:(!lhave so enfeebled the powers of the
ever succumbs to its onslaught and mind, so lowered the forces of re-
which it buries in the dust of despair sittance, that their victims fall to
never to rise again. earth when they might easily have
Poise ls neeessary for the lconquered their foes.
being of man. It develop and at It.. Eno !fain no thought of defeat,
same time controls an.: ;eves thiemarshal your forces, put them in
lever of mental equbrium so adecirarge of those three invincible MS-
'listed in its proper leave that the bar stirs. "I "I can" and "I mie.,t,"
ante wheel wiii not get out of rune and you need not fear but you will
nine gear to th,• wrone side. win a glorious viaory and plant your
The man who wwr!es never is .eif, standard on the sun-kissed heights
centered. never balanced, never atl
kis beet. Menet; anxiety takes away!
vitality and push and leaVea asi
tude and languor behind. It develops
manhood of virility, whereas the seef-
....poised man has eontidi nce in himself
at to dare and do; he never wabblee orO
staggers from side to side, buir
pushes r.ght ahead in a straight
course, ki eping his destite evcr ti
view.
..The e who believe in theme...vs.,
who are consciiius of their own fees
of character. of brain, and of le, iv.
touch the wire of infinite power and
can accomplish what would he im-
possible to those who lack the vita..
energy which waite on eelf-concentia-
lice and knows not worry. There is
enough of this .v.tal enecgy wasteg1.
in useless. baneful worry to run alt
the affairs of the world.
Troubles, sorrows, misfortunes and
gloomy fOredn.eddig:k come ktme to
reost; they love e dark perch and
..eheis they can find really In tee
brain that is given to worry. Loath-
some creature-, such as teals. lcz-
anis. beetles and vipers, love dare
cellar,' and avoid the sunlight; Jet la
the hea;th giving. .lissase destroying.
bright and heantifti: rtis and they
scamper to their lee's'. there to re,-
mai? in the darkness lint:: the light
Is gone. Let in the rays of light, of
hope. of trust, of I OrifilOnee. to inlr
brain and they will dispe: the ill
°teemed ghouls of worry which hays
&ken up their aim le there: they will
I KENTUCKY EXCF,L.SIOR CO
Of .ticeCall.
Pat all Your past failures behind
you, forget them, let the dead past
Imre its dead, don't ,cry over Split
milke the water that is pate never
wie turn the mill, yesterday's flowers
never will blcom again, last year's
apples are Dead sea fruit: the spoken
word can't be recalled, and the hour
giass of time when Its siinds are run
never can be refilled. The past is bo-
),'n,l. thr future ahead. Forget the
ens, look with hcpe to the other.
It is :is important to-learn to let go
as it' Is to hold op. Let go ,what
can't help you, cling to that which
can. You can inake-rlie future bright
and happy if you will. It lies with
ycireell to do so. Think success,
;read success, believe in success, and
sac( res slimly will be your'. °All the
great men ane women who have ee-1
compilshed mighty deeils and heap-
the won-Id have lieein firm be-
lievers in themselves In their text-
!eon was not found the word "fail.'
because they ehmtnated it and Itcpt
ever in sight the shining goal of sue-
;cess which they reached by faith and
hope, diligenee and perseverance, and
above all ionfidenee in their own
powers. Emulate them and you will
'succeed.
"I out in a good word for you, old
chitP. I told her you had more mon-
cv brains." "And what did Ate
say then.?" "She asked me if you had
:any money. London Opinion.
EXCELSIOR
•
New Phone 444. Con Third and
IVVAINTED!1
You rig Mtn .14id Whmen fer posit lees ef trust,
where intelligent service will lie aepreciated and
paid for--
Experienced Men and Women for positions re-
quiring ability and tact---:--
People of All Ages, all talents, of divers
ablates, fur euitahle lines of employment--
[seri Things- such as Pianos, Organs, Every
Stet of Mieecid Instrument, -Welting Machines,
.Cash Revi,ters. Store and Oflice Fixtures, Talk-
ing Machines. It edis, Engravings, 1'ost•(.7ards,
Stamp Oullections, Rugs, Carpets, Furniture of
every kind—
Horsesend Carriages, trucks, business wagons.
bicycles, guns, cameras, fishing tackle, auteis
Real Estate—lots, plots, acres, leaseholds, eque
tees, leeises, fiats, apartments, storee--
)nstructIon in painting, singing, the violin and
piano, short-hand, accounting, arespondence,
language, dancing--
Places to Live-- houses. apartments,, furnished
rooms, boarding places where life is ititeresting.
These are some of the thousands
of people and thines that are
—wanted" in this city just now,
and if you, can fill any of these
wantS"
INQUIRE OF THE PUBLIC
Through a SUN Want Advertisement.
are. ,..,40111  .....w.i.•0.1111.41116•041111111104••••
TUE I AT) CA
RRATER OCEAN
STEAMER AFLOAT
Will Leave Liverpool Today on
Her Maiden Trip to America.
Great Boat Is 785 Feet Long--Cost
$0,250,000 and Hsi'. Accommo-
dation* for 2,200.
THE el. N.1111) LINE'S "LUSTANIA"
Liverpool, faept. ' .—With a full
passenger list the new 25-knot tur-
bine Cunard liner Lusitania will
leave Liverpool tomorrow morning
on her maiden trip to New York.
The Lusitania presents many novel
features and on her first trip she will
cary a number of government elute
'leers and experts representing prac-
tically all the big transatlantic lines,
eho are desirous of seeing for them-
selves how the niammoth ship will
it. herself on her first trip across
the- tea.
To begin with the Lusitania will
fforli the first real test of turbines
as applied to the fast transatlantic
fliers. The Germans and others have
been experimenting with the turbines
and have seen them In use in small
craft and in large vessels like the
Carmanla and the Allan liners, but
the Lusitania is the' first monster
steamship to use them for the devee
opMent of great speed.
In addition to her turbine equip-
ment the Lusitania preseuts many
novel features. She has accommoda-
tions for 2,200 passengers and a
crew of itle0. Family suits, elevators
and telephones, nursery, gymnasium.
Turkish, vapor and needle baths are
special features. Regal suites consist-
ing of two bedrooms, a dining room.
reception room and a bathroom have
been provided for those who care ta
pay the priee. All the apartments are
ten and a half feet high and furnish-
ed in as costly and luxurious a style
as In the hest Ni:w York hotels.
One of the striking features of the
ship Is the grieat dining hall, the full
breadth of the vespee with a collbsal
dome reaching up to tbe,topmost
deck and exquisitely decorated by ar4
tints of note. Anether novel feature
Is the arrangements by which all the
staterooms have their bed sheets
warmed by- electric bedwarmers.
The Lusitatrials 785 feet long and
has a breadth of ita feet. Her Cost
was $6,2.19,000. She Is not only a
floating city of the most luxurious
type, hut if the calculations of her
builders are correct she will be able
to establish a new speed record for
the passage between Liverpool and
New York,
A Human, eeeeal.
A humane citizen of Richmon.l.
Ind., Mr. U. D. Willianis, 167 West
Main street. says: "I appeal to a::
persons with weak lungs to take Dr.
King's New Discovery, the only rem-
edy that has helped me and fully
corne,s up to the proprietor's recom-
mendation." It saves more lives than
all other throat and lung 'remedies
put together. Used as a cough and
cold mire the world over. Cures
asthma, bronchitis, croup, whooping
cough. quinsy, jaoarneness and
Phthisic, stops hemorrhages of the
lungs and builds them up. Guaran-
teed at all druggists. 50c and $1.00.
Trial bottle free. '
Many a family tree has a bad
bran, in and a shady reputation.
Lantz's
Kidney
Pills
Cure Absolutely
Guaranteed
50c
The succe,- of Lantz Kid-
ney Pilt is wonderful, and
fully verify our judgment in
guaranteeing them Hs a sure
cure in kidney troubles.
They •come in 50e boxes
and a written guarantee is
given with each box.
Why suffer when relief can
be had?
WILL J. GILBERT
Both Phones 71
Fourth and' Broadway '
A GREAT SPECTACLE S 
Reproduction of the Erup1.3n
of Vesuvius.
PAIN'S WORLD-FAMM FilltWORKS
Expensive Amusement Feature Added
to the Big Kentucky State
Fair Program.
A stupendous spectacle in the build-
ing of which no expense has been
spared In making the most realistic and
elaborate out-door picture eeer Pro-
duced, is a fitting description of Pain's
"'Vesuvius" and fireworks program to
be given nightly at the Kentucky State
Fair in Louisville, the week of Sept.
16. The electrical and pyrotechnic
effects will be the beat that skill and
money can secure. Mr. Pain's reputa-
tion as a producer of out-door spec-
tildes Is unsurpassed. Running for an
hour and thiry minutes. each perform-
ance will be followed with a display
of pyrotechnics Containing more new
and stove! Ideas than have ever be-
fore been attempted by any' other con-
cern.
The eruption of Vesuvius is a sub-
ject for a fireworks spectacle which
has given to Mr. Pain the opportunity
of his life. There is perhaps no man,
woman or child who can read the
newspapers, who was not awe-stricken
with the frightful news which came
from Italy a year ago last Apt-I' .1 1
though any story could but
depict the horror of the situation
which followed the greatest eruption
in the history of Vesuvius.
A man with ideas, quick to grasp
an emergency. Mr. Pain lost no time
in dispatching his famous special ar-
tists to the very scene of the disaster.
Their sketches and views were Inad.•
in such profusion as to enable hie
to work up in a few months, through
his eminent scenic artists. Messrs.
Reed and Rafter, and their assistants,
a picture that has been the talk of the
east for limey moot's.
It is this spectacle that visitors to
the Kentucky State Fair of 1907 are to
have an opportunity of witnessing. By
long odds it is the most elabora e
summer night's fete and illumination
ever attempted. Three hundred and
fifty feet long by Mir feet high, are
given to the setting. The most gor-
geous of scenic environment and the
most wonderful of electrical and pyro-
technical effects are worked into the
pirt mire.
To give the spectacle the scope
necessary, two acts are employed.
They might truthfully be termed
"heaven" and•"helle The flriet Is one
of the carnivals which has made
Naples famous. It is a celebration
with the King and Queen Of Italy as
the coutral figures. All is joy. In
the twinkling of an eye the scene
shifts and Vesuvius, with all of its
fury, spreads death and chtstruction.
The spectacle must be seen to be
appreciated. It is the entire Man-
hattan Beach production which has
been thrilling visitors to Coney Island.
Two hundred and fifty performers
splendidly costumed are engaged 111
making the show a success. The
evening's entertainment will conclude
with a magnificent fireworks program
of fifty numbers, consisting of all the
latest fireworks novelties introduced
by Mr. Pain.
ROUND TRIP FOR HALF FARE
-- —
Railroads Announce the Lowest
Rates For Kentucky State Fair.
With seventeen big exhibition de-
partments, amusement features that
are the best in the country, music
that cannot be excelled, and a speed
program worthy of special mention,
the State Fair at Louisville, bept. 16th
to 21st, should be the largest attended
gathering in the history of KentucKy.
The only one thing needed to make
the condition ideal was low railroad
rates and this has now been fixed The
railroads in Kentucky have announced
a rate of one fare plus twenty-five
cents for the round trip, tickets going
on sale the Saturday before Fair
week, and good returning the Monday
following Fah- week. Tickets-1n Indi-
ana will be sold on the Kentucky basis
of one and a third fares. inasmuch
as the regular rate in Indiana is two
cents a mile.
CAPTIVE BALLOON ENGAGED.
— —
Ti) be strictly up to date aneicater
to the minds of all, the Kentucky
State Fair management has not only
concluded negotiations for a passen-
geocarrying airship and balloon races
during the week of Sept, 16th at
Lotesville, but has contracted for a
captive balloon, which is to carry pas-
sengers in the air every ten minutes.
This was oni—eff the sensations of the
St. Louie Exposition, and will un.
eloubtedly prove a good drawing card
at State Fair, the week of Sept. 16.
For the first time in the history it
a State' Fair in Kentucky, a harelsiene
award Is to be made to the county
whose exhibitors receive the largest
number of ribbons. This is to be !n
the nature of a sterling silver plate
handsomely engraved, valued at $200.
It is to be placed. for three months
after the Fair, in the custody of the
judge of the county which receives
P. Later it is to be hung on the walls
of the old capitol, and, ultimately, in
a room in the -new capitol.
moiling two special venirs of more
'than 100 a jury has been al/cured In
the Pickett murder case at Hickman,
and the trial will begin Friday.
The grand Nil. was derteissed to-
day. after returning forty-three in-
dictments, and Will convene in this
city Tuesday, when the Fulton coun-
ty circuit court will begin its grind
of justice.
At this term of circuit court the
celebrated Meadows-liae ley damage
snit will come up, which involves
$100,00.0. The sensational divorce
suit of Mrs. Linnle Meadows, asking
for the custody of her thirteen-year-
old child and P110,000 alimony from
W. W. Meadows, will also come up at
this term.
Health in the Canal Zone,
The high wages paid make it a
mighty temptation to our young arti-
sans to join the force of skilled work-
men needed to construct the Panema
eanal. Many are restrained, how-
ever, by the fear of fevers and ma-
laria. It is the knowing ones—those
who have used Electric Bitters, who
go there without Ole fear, well know-
ing they are safe from malarious in-
fluence with Electric Bitters on hand.
Cures blood poison, too, hEllousness.
weakness and all stomach, liver and
kidney troubles. Guaranteed by all
druggists. 50c.
siTEINIER BURNED.
Chain of Accilients Follow the Henry
M. Stanley.
Gallipolle, 0., Sept. " —The steam-
er Henry M. Stanley, the packet ply-
ing betwen Charleston, W. Va.. and
Cincinnati, burned to the water's
edge yesterday morning at Gallipolis
island. The crew was on board and
narrowly escaped death. The loss
was $20,000, with no insurance. An
exploding lantern caused the Ore. The
Henry M. Stanley was badly damaged
and sunk in a collision with a gov-
ernment dredge boat. near Gallipoli,'
Island monday night, and it was fear-
ed that she would break in two, her
teeetion being a precarious one. Mon-
day's accident was the fifth time this
steamboat had been stink.
IF IT'S A REPUTATION
You are after, White's Cream Verne-rage has a world wide reputation as
hest of all worm destroyer'', and
few its tonic influence on weak and on-thrifty children. It Improves their di-
gestion and, assimilation of their food,
strengthens their nervous system Annrestores them to health and vigor nat-ural to a ehild. If you want a healthy,happy child get a bottle of White'sCream Vermituge, Oehlschlaeger,Lang Bros. and C. 0. Ripley.
More Watee Wanted.
"And the name is to be"—asked
the suave minister as he approached
the font with the precious armful of
fat and Sounces.
"My son wane; to marry your "Augustus Philip Ferdinand God-
daughter. Dees she know how to rington Chesterfield Livingston
sgoents itnhoewmaterIals for one. Does your
cook a good dinner?" "Yes,
how to 4t1PPli tjaelai:T. you‘2161 p 1 eagle,' "r7T t Bi • „.
it alle Sno°"Dkesa.r" mei" Turning to the Section,
Rae More water. Mr. Perkins, It
American. .
oe
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MO AY, REl
In countr'es where beer is the national
beverage, there is practically -no drunken-
ness, for beer contains a small pefcentage
of alcohol and is rich in food values
The Belvedere Malting Process makes
Belvedere Beer the most healthful beer
brewed—the beer richest in actual food
values.
The Belvedere Process reduced the per-
centage of 'alcohol to less than 3 1-3 per
cent while making the beer absolutely pure,
healthful and serengthening.
Paducah Brewery Co.
Phone 408.
•
tsF: 7'0 i us I: III'. KILLED, I SEIlloUNLY
HE THRESHED OUT. IN•i(ile;1) IN CAIRO WRECK.
Cairo, Ill., Sept. 7.—Charles Heine,Hawley Damage Snit And Suit for Ali- 3thia. kiefee .weeitiattateoletiersonal. frieadas-mony to Come tie In Court. 
Ja Mr. Sproat is a brother of Mrs.ines Sproat was seriously injured
Bishop. His father a as a pole, "M-
eer of Cairo at one time. lie was
generally esteemed and had a wide
Wm. Pink, and has resided here sinces lay a switch engine jumping the track-Fulton. Kee Sept. -.—After sum- and
crashing Into a' freight, car in
the Illinois Central yards last night.
The two men were standing on the
,foeteboard at the head of the en-
;-gine when the big machine left the
track and crashed into the freight car
i lia quickly that escape was impossi-
'We. The engine was in charge of Ed
Young, engineer.
It' irn was -7't in of Mrs Zic,r:
hie boyhood. Ile also is one of
Cairo's well known and generally flee.,
teemed 4tisens.
Most men think they are working
let the job for which they were least
Intended.
A man isn't necessarily two-fazed
t...ause a double
GUY NANCE & SON
Undertakers and Lathaimers
211.213 S. Third St. Paducah, Ky.
A Man is Known by the Tele=
phone He Keeps
Paducah people demand the best and we meet thr
demands of the best people.
EAST TENNES§EMLEPtIONE CO.
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
 Incorpo PI
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed:
Complete machine shop.
122-124 N. Ppurth $t. ,..aPhones 787 j
W. P. Pluto',
President.
R. Rudy, r. Purr's?
Oaah1ert. Assistant Cashier.
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
Iscarverstsill
CNipital 5-e leg.evnr.• IMP IMP Mitre *RE gre• • 1.100,6114
Surplus  • ..• A. • • • •• Mat • 50,0011
iftockholders liability • ir• a......K•c.a:•.•,• • •saa• • • 100.0041
Total eirtirtty to deposit ore $250,000
Accounts of individuals and flrrni solicited, We appreciate
amen as well am large de peskier., and accord to all the same
courteous treatment.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
°PIM 14ATURD3lt NIORTS F18011 7 TO 8 OCLOOIL
Third:And`iBroadwa,-
•
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The Badge of Honesty
31, on every wrapper of Doctor Pierce's
Golden Medical Discovery because a full
list of the Ingredients composing it is
printed there in plain Englisb. Forty
years of experience has proven its superior
worth as a bloodspureler and invigurat-
Ina tonic for the career stomach disorders
and all live i ills. It builds up the run-
down system as no other tonic can in
which alcohol is used. The active medic-
inal principles of native roots sueh as
Golden Seal and Queen's root, Stone and
Mandrake root, Bloodroot and Black
Cherrybark are extructed and preserved
by the use of chemically pure, triple-
refineti glycerine. Send to Dr. It. V. l'ierce
at Buffalo, N. Y., for free booklet which
quotes qatracts from welt-recognized med-
ical authorttlea such as Drs. Barthrilow,
King, Scudder. Coe, EllIngwood and a
host Of tithe
can be
action
accom lied
as well
and in
Is I
of t
, showing that these roots
nded upon for their curative
all weak states of the stomach,
y indigestion or dyspepsia
il bilious or liver complaints
wasting diseases" where them
flesh and gradual running down
trength and system.
he -Golden Medical Leacoverr ̂  makes 
Tic, e blood and so Itivisprates ;tee
=ILa stomach.ilver and Isievet., 
. throes .---Ydne the melee system. 
Thus all skin affections, blotches, pimples
and eruptions as well as scrofulous swel-
lings and old open running sores or ulcers
are cured and healed. In treating old
runnifig sores, or ulcers, it is well to In-
sure their healing to apply to•them Dr.
Pierce's All-Healing Salve. If your drug-
gist don't happen to have this Salve in
stock, send key-four cents in postage
stamps to Dr. R. V. Pierce, Invalids' Hotel
and Surgical institute, Buffalo. N. Y.. and
I large box of the 'All- Healing Salve'
will mash you by return post.
You can't ateed to tows a wren nos-
trim as a oat trot, t,otto tor this non-alcoholic,
inedicise) OF I: Ni 1,041qVITIUM, UOS
even thollet the nrgent dealer may
thereby make a little bigger profit.
Dr. Pierce's 1,..h..es regulate
and invigorate stomach, liver and bowels.
Sugar-coated, tiny granules, easy to take
as candy.
BRI Nt:s tAlt(10 OF TEDDY BEAKS
Stegrenehip Macielonle Arriees With
Thousands to Supply enteric-an
Demand.
Boston, Mass., Sept. .—Teddy
bears by the thousands are part of the
cargo of the steamship Macedonia,
whist arrived today from Antwerp.
Capt. Purath said: "Over In Ger-
Many the children don't take well to
'Teddy' as a present. With ybu It
1,, now a fad, and Is giving the Ger-
mans employment.: Our girls love to
inlike—diesseS for their dollies. It
teaches them to sew and he motherly
but you Americana are a streneoter
people, you know"
es.
Lott and Found.
Lost, between 9:30 a, m., yester-
day and noon today, a bilious attack,
with nausea and sick headache. This
loss was occasioned by finding at all
druggists a box of Dr. King's New
Life Pile. Guaranteed for bilious-
Doss, malaria and jaundice. 2&c.
JAPANESE NONCE WANTS
C1114IPINOS FREE.
Returning tO The Hague Front Amer-
. lean Visit Makes Suggest bin.
The Hague, Sept. 'T.—Prince Yi
Koerea, who has retprned here after
a visit to the United States, today
had some advice to offer America as
to the policy It should pursue In the
Philippines. He would give the Fill-
plume tomorrow, their freedom as
has been done with Cubans. He said
to announce to the world Philippines
be -self-governed %lib tho United
States as protector and the Filipinos
Would thank and glorify you.
HENRY MAIIMEN, JR.
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
RENTITCKY„
Illsek Binding, Bask Work, Legal
and Library Work a speclalty.
NEW STATE HOTEL
METIWPOLIS, ILL.
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
Newest and best hotel In the city
Sate. Vain. Two large sample
tooms. Bath rooms, Electric Lights
the only centrally located Hotel is
Iwo city.
COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE SO-
ovANsvuaak. PADUCAH AND
CAIRO LINN.
-
Iranerbile sad rsd.cah Packets
,(Inocrporatot),
(Dal., Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fpwler and John II
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evans
nne and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rate now in et
feet from Paducah to Evansville and
$4.e0. Elegant music on as
Omit Tabl- unsurpassed_
STEAMER DTCI FOWLE1
Leaves Paiweah for Cairo and Wit
landings at 8 a. m, sharpe, daily, ez-
impt Sunday. Special excursion rates
• low :n effe,,t from Paducah to Calre
and return, with or without meals
Ind room. Good music and. table an.
permutes& .
. Tor further Information apply to
K. A. rowler. General Pam. Agent, or
IlLusa-Bowlisr, etty—Pass. Agent, AS
thereler-Orusetaugh ö OW*. *aft
itimeWN.. ILe.‘kaajsitits.10
Rock In the Baltic
By ROBERT BARR,
_Author of
"The Triumphs of Eugene Valmont," "Tekla,' "In the Midst of
Alarms," "Speculations of John Steele," "The Victors," Etc.
Copyright. IBM by Robert Barr,
By Arrangement with The Authors and Newspapers Association of New York,
CHAPTER I.
N the public room of the Sixth
National bank at Bar Harbor,
In Maine, •Lieutenant Alan
Drummond, H. M. S. Conster-
nation, stood aside to give precedence
to a lady. The lieuteuaut had visited
the bank for the purpose of chauging
several crisp white Bauk of Eughtud
uotes entuethe currency of the country
he was thee visiting. The lady did
no; appear to notice either his courtesy
or his presence, and this was the wore
remarkable gime Drummond was a
young man sufficiently conspicuous
even lu a crowd, and he and she were
at that-moment the only cuatomens In
the batik. ile waa tall, well knit aud
stalwart, blond as a Seandinavian,
with dark blue eyes which he some-
times said jocularly were the colors
of his university. lie hail been slowly
approaching the cashier's window with
en, easy mucement of a man never in
a hurry, when the girl appeared at the
door and advanced rapidly to the bank
counter with Its brass wire screen sur-
rounding the arched aperture behind
which stood .the cashier. Although
very plainly attired, her gown never-
theloss poincessed a charm of simplic-
ity that almost suggested complex
Paris, and she wore It with that air of
distinction the secret of which Is sup-
pored to be the exclusive' property of
French and AnwrIcan Omen.
The young man saw nothing of this,
and, although he appreciated the beau-
ty of the girl, what struck him at that
instant was the expression of anxiety
on her face, whose apparently tem-
purary pallor was accentuated by an
abundanee of dark hair. It seemed to
him that she had resolutely get herself
a task which she was must reluctant
to perform. From the moment slte_en-
-life-rolar-164-Tiiita:" eyen-te
were fixed almost appealingly on the
cashier. nee they beheld nothing ele,
Drummond, mentally slow as be usual/
ly was, came to the quick conclusion
that this was e. rmpretne moment in
bet' life, on which perhaps great Issue,
depended. He saw her left bane grate)
the corner of the ledge in front of the
cashier with • grip of nervous tension.
as if te support thud' attained was
necessary to her, Her right hand tree'.
blot slightly as she passed an ohlong
slip of paper through tha aperture to
the cairn and indifferent official.
- "Will puu glxa 400 Use money for Ibis
check?" she asked in a low veto,.
The costlier scrutinized the doenment
for some time in Allen*. The signa-
ture appeared unfatuelar to him.
"one moment, madam." he said qui-
etly and retired to a desk in the back
part of the heel:, where be opened it
huge book, turned over scene leaves
rapidly rind ran his finger down a
Page. His dilatory action seemed ti
increase the young woman's hint-
Her pallor turn-need, and she swayed
slightly, as if in danger of failing, but
brought her right hand to tbe Resist-
ance of the left anti so steadied her-
self against the ledge of the cashier's
counter.
"By Jove." said the lieutenant to
himself. "there's something( wrong
here! I wonder what it N. Such a
pretty girl too!"
The cashier behind his screen saw
nothing of this play of the etuotions.
He returned nonchalantly to his sta-
tion and asked in commonplace tones:
"How will you have the money,
madalnl"
"Gold, if you please," she replied, al-
most in a whiapee a rosy flush chas-
ing the whiteness from her face, while
a deep sigh marked the passing of a
crisis.
At the; juncture an extraordinary
thing happened. The cushier counted
out sone, golden coins and passed them
through the aperture toward their new
owner.
"Thank you," said the girl. Then,
without touching the money, she turn-
ed like one hypnotized. her emceeing
eyes still taking- no heed of the big
lieutenant, and passed rapidly out of
the bank. The cashier paid no -regard
to this abandonment ofe treasurer. Ile
was writing some hieroglyphke on-the'
cashed chmils.
"By Sever* gasped the lieutenant
'loud, springing forward as he spoke,
sweeping the coins into his hand and
boitiag for the door. This was au ac-
tion which wotfld have nwakeued the
most negligent cashier had he teen in
a trance. Antomatkelly he whiekell
out a revolver whieh lay in an open
drawer under his hand.
"Stop, you scoundrel. or I fire:" he
ahouteel, but the lieutenant had al-
ready disappeared. Quick as thotf.tit
the cashier darted into the passage
and, without waiting to unfnateu the
low door which separated the public
and private rennin of the bank, leaped
over it and, bareheaded, gave chaste.
A British naval officer in uniform rap-
idly overtaking a young woman--quite
itneonscions of Itis npproncle followed
by an excited, bareheaded man with
revolver in hie grasp, was a sight
which would quickly ,have collected n
crowd almost anywhere, but it happen-
ed to be the lunch hour, and the In-
habitants. of that famous Meunier re-
sort were indoors: thus fortunately the
street was deserted. The naval officer
was there because the hour of the mid-
day meal on board the cruiser did not
COinelde with lunch time on shore. the
girl _WWI.. then-c because it lompimed ti
be the -only portion of the day when
she could withdraw sanbaettved from
the house in which she lived during
banking hours to try bet little agitat-_ ....".e.evv•Vw.ww‘
lug fluanelal experiment. The cashier
was there because the bank had no
lunch hour and bemuse he had just
witnessed the most suspicious Or-
cutuatunee that his constantly alert
eye had ever beheld. Caluc dad im-
perturbable as a bank earthier may
appear to the outside public, he is a
man under constant strain during Gush-
Ueoti hours. Each person with whom
he is unacquainted that confronts hen
at his post is a possible robber who at
any moment may attempt either by
violence or chicanery to filch the treas-
ure he guards. The happening of any
event outside the usual routine at once
arouses the cashier's distrust, and this
sudden flight of a stranger with money
whet did not belong to hint quite jus-
tified the perturbation of the earthier.
From that point °usenet innocence of
cot:duct or explanation so explicit as
to satisfy any ordinary man becomes
evidence of more subtle guilt to the
mind of a bank official. The ordinary
citizen, seeing the lieutemant finally
overtake and accost the hurrying girl.
raise his cap, then pour into her out-
stretched hand the gold he had taken.
would have known at once that here
was au everyday exereise of natural
politeness.
Not 80 the cashier. The farther In.
got from the bank the more poignantly
did he realize that these two in front.
both 'strangers to him. had by tkeir
teeth:tied melon lured him. pistol and
all, away front his post during tee dull-
est hour of the day. It was not the de-
camping wee those few pieees of geld
which now tentleled him. It was (1.0f
Of ivtialt might be aping on behind him
Ile was positive that these two had
acted in conjunction. The uniform
worn by the man did uot ingyee upon
Mtn. Auy thief could-easily conic by a
uniform. and as his mind glanced rap-
idly backward over the rariuus pent.
of the Re-ileum be saw how effectual
the plite was. First, the incredible re-
mis.suess of the woman in leasing-her
geld On the counter: seemed. the impet-
uous ellatippartrance of the MIMI cwitb
the money, and, third. his own heedless
plunge into the street after them. He
saw thee whole plot in a Hash. Ile had
literally leaped Into the trap, and dur-
ing his tivener ten nanutere absence
the aecomplWs of the pair might have
overawed the unarmed clerks and
walked off with the treasure. Ills cash
drawer wM1 unlocked, and even the
big safe stood wide open. Smorise
had as effectually lured him away as
if ho had been a country bumpkin.
Bitterly and breathlessly did he curse
his own precipitancy. • Ills duty was
to guard the bank, yet it had not been
the bank that was robbed, but at best
a careless woman who had failed to
pick up her money. lie held the cheek
for it, mid the loge if any, was hers.
Oat the batik's, yet here be was, mu-
ffing bareheaded down the street like
a fool, and now those two stood quite
calmly together, be handing her the
money and thus spreading a mantle of
innocenee over the vile trick. But,
whatever was happening in the bank,
he would secure two of the culprits at
least. The two, quite oblivious of the
danger that threatened them, were
somewhat startled by a punting inner
trembling with rage, bareheaded and
flourishing a deadly weapon, sweeping
down upon them.
"Come back to the bank instantly,
you two!" he shouted.
"Why'!" asked the lieutenant in a
quiet voice.
"Because I say so, for one thing."
"That reason is unanswerable," re-
plied the lieutenant with a slight tangle
which further exasperated his oppo-
nent. "I think you are exciting your-
Reif unnecessarily, May I beg you to
put that pistol in your pocket? On the
For the
CHAFING DISH
Denatured
Alcohol
We take pleasure\ in announc-
ing that we now have Denatured
Alcohol for _our trade. It is to
be used for burning purposes
only, as nearly every one now
knows, but for use in the arts
and mechanics it is the most
economical and satisfactery fue
known.
Cheaper than wood alcohol, It
also burns without any of its
offensive odor, Next time try
It in your chafing dish or alco-
hol heater; it will be a revela-
tion to you. Be sure to phone
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
Paducah druggist handles it.
Both Phones 756.
15d pt, and bottlet5c rebate
11111:-for bottle, nese_ .
25C 1 pt, and bottle; 10c rebate
for bottle.
35c 2 pt. and bottle; 10t; rebate
for bottle.:
SAL WINSTEAD
PeVW geflifel 1111 hipliege OnIsm
.727 h antiffirrladway.;
sertieg him, while n great fear that
he had put his foot in it took its place.
"Really." said the Ileutehant gently
a3 they strode along together. "an atn-
akii lit yonr position tehould be a good
fudge of human nature. How any sane
portion. espeaially a young man, can
look r.t that beautiful eel and suspect
her of evil passes my comprehension.
Del you know her?"
"No." said the cashier shortly. "Do
you?"
The lieutenant laughed genially.
"Still anspielons, eh?" he asked. "No,
I don't knew her: bat, to use a bank-
Me term, sou may bet your bottom
el. liar I'm teeing to. Indeed. I am
rather grateful to you for your stub-
lenrunete in forcing us to Morn. it's
n I illea and you posses?, It in
marvelous development. so I Intend
to stand by 3ou when the managerial
(ensure is due. I'm very certain I
MO your manager at the dinner they
ggve us last night. Mr. Morton, Isn't
he?"
"Yes," growled the cashier in gruff
demetriete'y.
"Ah, three tverfnily jolly. One of the
finest fellows I've met in ten years.
Now, the lady said she was Acquainted4
with hint. K., if I dune wheedle an In-
troduction toleof him it will show that
a man at a dinner and ft man in a
!wok are two different-
Yen were looking for plots, so there is
mine laid bare to you. It's an intro-
thietion, not gold, I'm conspiring for."
The' cashier bad nothing further to
say. When they entered the bank to-
gether, he saw the clerks all busily at
work and knew-that no startling event
had happened during his absence. The
girl hail gone direct to the teenager's
room, and thither the young men fol-
lowed her. The bank manager was
standing at his desk. trying to pre-
serve a severe financial cast of counte-
melee, which the twinkle In his eyes
Is eel. The girl, also standing, had
evielently been giving bim a rail('
miteteh of what had occurred, but now
fell into silence when aceuser and ac-
complice appeared.
The advent of the Englishman was
a godsend to the manager. Ile was
too courteous a gentleman to laugh In
the face of a lady who very seriounly
was relating a set of incidents which
appealed to his sense of humor, so the
coining of the lieutenant enabled him
to switch off his mirth on another mutt-
erer, and in reply to the offieees cor-
dial "Good 'minting. Mr. Morton," he
replied: -
"Why, lieutenant, I'm delighted to
see you. The -was a very Jolly_ song
3on sang for its last night. I'll never
forget it. \elite do you can it? ;Meet-
Wigton Fair?' " And he laughed out-
right as at It medal recollevtion.
The lieutenant Welshed red as a girl
and stammered:
"Really. Mr. Morton, you know that's
not accordinz to the rules of evidence.
When a fellow comes up for trial pre.
vions convictions are never allowed to
be mentioned till after the sentence.
it'hiddiromb Isa4 shetild not be held
against me in the present melee"
The manager chnekleil ekefully. The
cashier, when he saw how the land lay,
had quietly withdrawn, closing the
door behind him.
(To be continued in next issue.)
ase
"Why does the old man hailer,
halentif so loud?" ,
"Well, they hnin't' been answerin'
his prayers lately, And" he Wants to
wake tris tie angels."—Atlenta Con- When a woman hasn't anything to
ietltutton. tell she is willing to let the man talk.
cruiser we always cover up the guns
when ladies hogor UR with their pries
ence. You wish me to return bectitiae
1 had no authority for taking the
money? Right; Come along."
The masher regarded. this as a bluff
and en atteldtpt to give the woman op-
porteatty to cape.
••comie buck to tic I
...YOU must come back also," he said
to the girl.
"I'd rather not." slit, pleaded lu a
low voice, and it W:ls barely possibie
to have made a ni.,re re-
mark if she had taken the e hole after-
naon to prepare.
Renewed determination mhotte front
the face of the cashier.
"You must collie back to the bank,"
he reiterated.
-GIs I say," protested the lieuten-
ant, "you am now exeeeding your au-
(Morey. I alone ant the culprit. The
young lady is quite blameless, and
you have no right to detaiti her for a
moment."
The girl, who had 18.011 (Aren't away
rind showing signs of flight. which the
bareheaded men, visibly on the alert.
leaned forward rea.ly to litiereepe,„
seemed to make up her mind to how
to the inevitable. Ignoring the cashier,
she looked up at the blond lieutenant
with a slight Mile on her pretty lips.
"It was really all lity fault at the be-
g:anima" she said. -and very stupid of
I LIM with the
bank manager, teal I :Ira sere he will
vauell for rue if he Is there."
Whit that Wm turned and walked
briskly toward the bank at so rapid a
pace as to ludic:iee that she did net on that boat to Memphis. If he, the assessor a true and complete Ilst
l, ,wish an eseart. The bar-headed onl- changed at St. Louis, Gen Mackenzie of stne with true eash value th 
cial found his auger umieeouranbly de- believes the change would be made as of the 15th day of Septette,
under oath, upon forms to be fii
Malted on application by said s
1.;:ssor oat his office, and that all
chants 
 s
the city doing burcine
themselves or °therm shall in s
manner and in addition thereto,
the highest amount in value of goods.
wares and merchandise, este e and
kept on hand for sale by said titer-
rhante during the three months ;sera
preceding such 15th day of Septem-
ber.
Prompt attebtion to this will sace
property owners additional one.
STEWART DICK. Assessor.
' Office, Room 9, City Hale
Approved:
BOAT SELECTED FOR
ROOSEVELT'S TRIP
The Lighthouse Tender Lily
will Probably Get Honor,
HOnt.‘1.1' Then' Is \Inch Rivalry and
Competition .4 mons( Set end
, Boats for Place,
i'I I eSi OF THE GREAT TRIP.
If Tears' StilCeibS
PRACTICAL BUSINESS
Kasen as the Up to Date business Schools
-
hearse! by Bustle= Men. lacerporatrd. $300.000.00Car4tal
29 fellers in 16 etaies. Jae. F. Nautilus, rem,
Sae flIReleiric KLUSTIAtte
C.001100
FREE
Ii /sITIONS See URED or !MON} Y REFUNDED e.e•e84
FREE .11,..L A CIII'llisk IN 1:.14,5 m.s. i ngitsh, or Illustrating FRIA by MAILtt, , lug, (Itot Ing, to Ile I. 'tenons Ill each county, debiting to
"Iit, i t It a lid , Pen attend a business eollege, who sill at mire
guatistaitt, Alltniui ti.•, 1. tegra Mir, Letter CLIP and semi this Indio° (mentioning this
Writing. Law, Mectinsucat beawing, Susi- ' paper) to Drausienes Practical Ltits.Coiloga:
fait PADUcAH, 311 BROADWAY;
. or Et SURVIlle, Memphis or St. Louts.
NEW RULES OF WAR
%t'IP-.1111‘14 11) FIGHT
Mt sT DECIABE W tit.
Neutrals Shall Not Me Permitted to
Sell F UM Mil Iii the Belliger-
ents.
The Hague, Sept. 9.—In the future
Ti,, power may .go to war aith a rival
'mem- without first making a formal
unequivocal deelaration of war.
VVaahltigton, Sept. 9.—When Pres-
ident Rosevelt reaches the bank of
the Missiaeippi river at Keokuk, la.,
ready for his trip to Memphis, there
will be a lively contest as to what
boat 6111111 carry him. The Light-
house boarq is cleaning and polish-
ing up the tender Lily, expeenug to
have the chief executive as their
guest Gen. Mackenzie declares the
anagbout bearing his name will be the
honored vessel, while the Mississijipi
River Commission, which will use the
Mississippi, will urge Mr. Roosevelt
to join them on the trip.
The crux of the situation will arise
when Mr. Roosevelt steps foot un Big
Muddy's bank at Keokuk.
The latest information is to the ef-
fect that President Roosevelt is to
Make his river trip front Keokuk, Is,
to Memphis on board the lighthouse
tender Lily.
°Skis& Do Not Confirms.
Offitnis here who have most to do
with the preparations for the trip
are not inclined fully to confirm the
Information that the Lily Is to be
used. Up to the 'Present' time Gen.
Mackenzie ha's indicated that the
enagbcat which bears his name will
be the boat the inland Waterways
Counniasiou sill use to reach Keokuk
from St. Paul, and that it was his
opinion the president would make the
journey from Keokuk to St. Louis
on the Mackenzie- and might remain
to the Miseissippi, the boat o;'-rated
by the Mitssissippi River Commeadon.
As the Lily draws less eater thar
any of the other boats mentioned. It
It thought Gen. Mackenz.e Is (Mier'
lug her to Keokuk to make sure that
1
a light-draft boat will be on hand.
It looks now as if there would ler
borne doubt on the arrival of the pres-
ident at the bank of the Missisaimil
ehat boat he would use.
Gen. Mackenzie sill surely bring
the menthera of the Inland Waters-as
Commission from St. Paul to Keo-
kuk, and the members of the corn-
IF,1011 who are powerful with the
president will want hint to come
aboard the boat with them. The
me tubers...4 the Mississippi river cone
melon have a plan for fixing up the
Missistippi and have already char-
tered a coal barge, front whet they
will draw a supply en rOnte and pre-
vent delays.
The lighthouse board is now furn-
ishing up the Lily. In any event, the,
party which will accompany the pres-
ident will be sufficiently large le make
use of all the., boats.
AN 01 \WE or PREVENTioN
Is worth a peeler nr cure. There art,
many poor mutterers, consumptives who
are hopek.ss of getting well—who If
they had taken care of them.,
would now be well. A rough Is the
frnindatIon con,umptIon. Ballard',
Horehound so rop will cure that rough
Mrs. S -„ it Fails. Montana, writes
"I have u,e.1 It..11ard•s Horehound Syrup
In my nInoly for years -my children
pryer muff. r wiuti ,oughs." Sold by J
Orhk. c. r. Lang Bros, and C.
Ripley.
A Great Ship Elevator.
The great ship elevator Just com-
pleted at lien] ishenburg. German),
connects two canals having a differ-
ence In level of 45 feel. The vessel
is transporte,d in a movable tank
which is balanced by five submerged
floats connected with the lank by five
cclumns and the load is regulated by
adding Or letting out water. The,
elevator movements are controlled by
four electrically driven sere, spindles
each ail feet long and II Inches in
diameter. The gates of tank and
canals are locked until accurate con-
nection is Made, and as. they arc-
raised all leakage is prevented b)
rubber jointing.
SHE F011 ND RELIEF
If you are troubled N.:11h liver ('OM-
plaint and have not received help re...I
this. Hrs. Mary E. Hammond. Moody.
Texas: "1 was in poor health—with
liver trouble—for over a year. hoe-tons
did me no good and I tried Hereine,
and tlgree homes elored me. I can't say
too much for Herbthe, as it Is a won-
derful liver medicine. I always have
It In the house. Punlish where you
wish." Hold by .1. H. 0,tolachtiseger,
Lang Two.. and C. 0, Ripley.
4  .1•1•••
Too Thick to Swim In.
Note the Fly In the Moisture and
apply the lemon taught.
Ile was where he had no hasineas.
and for punishment was caught.
Life Is full of traps and pitfalls, set
for unsuspecting feet:
But we bite and take our chances,
like the Fly to gain the sweet.
— Dallas N's
D. A. Yeisee Mayor.
FLOWERS
For beautifying }lair yards arid
estimates on Mower beds we
will call and sea• y..11 Phene
Schmatis tiros b ,r t Iii'are.test
and most complete st .4,k it
flowers and plants in Iii city.
Free delivery to any
part of the city.
SCHMAUS BROS.
I-loth Phonates IQ2.
9T. 1.01:1$4 ANIS TENNICRHEE
PACKICT CoMP.I.NV
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER.
I sA
14rei.telvmlicop.
STE111191 CLYDE
144110141 Paducah ter TelilleitKee MVO?
Eery Wednesday at 4 p. no.
L. W. ............Master
EUGENE ROBINSON Clerk
This company Is not resporedble
for invoice clu.rges unless colleced by
lie clerk of ,, ,. boat
Special eerie •Ien rates from Pede-
n!' to Waterloo. Fare for the round
'rip $ame . Leaves Paducah every
Had Fuel) a rule. been in force in vadres is' at 4
Isehrttaly, 1905, the Japanese would
not have been able to take the Rua.
beet fleet by surprise, and the earlier
hiatory. of the Itualso-Jaeanese con-
flict might have beu changed.
The following were the rules adopt
ed regarding the opening of hostili-
ties, a lea countries maring reeervar
Dons.
"The contracting powers agree
that hostilities must not begin with-
- - ---
T IX PI I I \toll( E.
1907.
You ale: lioi tiutilivel that, all
persons owning or having in their
possesslen, er under their control as
agent, guardiau or committee, exe-
cutor. adutinetrator, curator. trustee,
receiver, coneuissloner or otherwise,
out Kt rind, itimuttivocal 014
lug Is en given, either in the torm of
a declaration of aar. setting forth
Its motives. or In the tom of an ulti-
matum with a comet Maid deciaratien
of war.
'.1 state of war mast he 110(111(4d
without delay to the Ii, III ral posers,
the effeet for the !ate r heeinuing are
tie thee revelers utilise ahich can be
given even by tains In any ease the
neutral powers rennet protest against
the lack of this noti -0 if it is estab-
litehed that th.0 undoubtedly knew
that a state of ear seistercla•
A woman thinks the reai-oti her
husband can ree the point of a joke
hi'. ii-'' .. •e, slime in business.
mail), !amebic: or intangible Per- \
sena: property, on the 15th day of 
ie member, are required on or b,
fore Ore 1st day of October to glee.
•
R. L. McMurtrie
Manufacturer of
Mattresses
Furetture Stored and Packed
403 elle-:r St
C. E. KIDD 4 0. R. KIDD
Physicians and Surgeon•
Office 609 Broadway.
II' lii rianr,
()flice III', Ilcsalence
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNGS
"WITH Dr. King's
New Discovery
FOR ofi. ucHs tio!.T :sineNisIOLDS foal Battle Free
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES. 
GUARANTEED BATT S FACTOR
OR MONEY REFUNDED.
ismoosamaomminamossompoo.
CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located ali
Cllat.4ber's Stable.
We are ready for all Rinds of hauling.
TELEPHONE 499
Mr-
GOOD WHISKY
IS A NECESSITY
)
It is needed for the sick as a
tonic and stimulant.
Early  Times
And
Jack Beam
Nine summers [old. The govern-
ment stamp shows i guaranteed age,
hence proper maturity.
-tided to_jeiblish a new elitism of th.
O•
PAIIC KipHi
s,
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN MOIDAY, SEPTEMBER O. /
HIS INTENTIONS.
aVeary Willie (yawning,: 'Ah, me!
FIewery 'saw. rats!"
Weary Willie: -on toe lock nights.
From now on Um gide- ter give up lying"—
It makes use dream u work."
LIVINGSTON COURT
ITEDD1 BEARS HAVE .1 RIVAL;
PM!. (*RAZ) oi ER 'FOY flows
il'arau trades French l'artooniat.
Put. a Grettsque WIIIM11.11 Ettig)
11.% tlZ %I• IMPORT %NT ti I IiiV., tilt Ile Market Thar. Ai Wintici„
TO BE Tlilk;It THIS. W I I It.
Leisitei se-iit it. Caren
•
Heirs
RAILROAD NOTES
While Emmett Shoffner, a hostler
:at the local Illinois Central round
I) A, hs.!house, was piloting engine No. 1562
!Is s'..:1,11 caricaturist. has iuvented out Of the round house Sunday morn-
.
••,, %%hiss threatens to do for Eu- lug at 2 o'clock. the throttle sprangof I.. Whit" S'ing lilisols tep a it 011 Teddy bears have tisues leak and the engine ran off thel'entral for $25amio Damage.—
leiter Suits.
There are several impel-alit civil
ai lions in which Pada 'an att.)t ties
re interested to come liefere !hs Liv-
ingston roomy circuit yenta
at Smithlund this week anti quite
a somber of atterneae anti tatters re_
tereated went there this morning to
attend the iressione of th-tecourt.
Attorney Frank Lucas will repo,-
sent the plaintiff in the suit of the
administrator of the estate of Mack
Humphreys who is seeing the Illinois
Central for $2.15011. Humphreys was
killed whkle working %Ott a gang elf
laborers wrecking the old • bridge
across the Tennessee rive: at Gilberts
ville. The ay.:At-at oscutred on the
Livingston county side of the river.
Suit of heirs of Is W. White. who
was killed br a train near the Gil-
bertsville bridge for $25.0au denial:es
v.111 come up this week. Attorneys
C. (*. Grassham and W. A Berta are
attorneys tor the railroul in both
rates
Another Important • gaits suit is
the case of the First State bank of
Smilhiand against the °al 1.1% ingslon
_county bank. The suit is for breach
ef contract, the plaintiff claiming that
when it bought the business of the
Livingston county blink caitain judg-
ments and earnings eere included in
the sale v.hith the till iv. ik °Chi ia Is
deny and refueed to Iiirt; i•t
F.(111.11,11NKS TIb e•PF. %It
IN E.asiTEft\ kENTUchY.
Barbourville. Ka ":4, lit, - Ad-
vIcee reeited to Seal Republiearis
stale that Vi PrestrIctit Fairbanks
will make his principal sp,ecti in this
cits- on the of his lour of
Heti detteed hintself to the calving
of wooden earicatures, chiefly comic
[animals, whose charms lie in their
asoa eels humor. Each is made to
,•1 lip. and is colored in fiat 11111s.
1 E is It le srs WA( he's signature.
I t'.1.P math: tFte.in first for his
nen amusement. Now there are 40
men *et king in a factor)- turning out
h., :n %told. They are in-
/ea led P.r.lit!firen, but Paris has
g , heel ot, r the artist's handiwork
h so, k t lady is fully equip-
ped without a crian D'Ache dog.
These lit, now have reached Lon-
don. where society hitherto has re-•
emitted more or lea indifferent to
•the nes conferred by the possession
of Teddy hears aa familiarized by
visiting Americans. but they have
hiatt captitated by the caarms of the
('a; alt D'Ache dogs, the demand
wheiefore is such that all fashionate.•
,trirecs find it orate-tea to order large
stocks. They are being used as bridge
masiets, the latis pacing the ugly
thing beside hr on the fable to
1.rlig luck.
nit. all'ItRELL %Vila, EREiT
NEW BUILDING .aT o\CE.
,Wook Will Start a,s Soon aa the
tete is of 11141 11411141111K Is Re.
ireetee
Eant.rn 1.0 In.' Ii h'.--t of••.. • u.ar.1
°e1"1".T.' A fe;,' It?' v''.1 I" " The det ter S:.id thatspread under the a, of the wt.. ke,1Jaabert. ACeOrliniOdat lel-. it Li he 
-it,ti eS%ei he 
wyi
made for 20.!!'eto.
ten Its t qui if .11111!her two
• The vice presid.-nt ,. Ii il 'it ot alth I hc moricantour at Middlebthoio 0,1 
Ei.io cs. conlic-oN !las "hgan-, lug that point on a ,'iii', , fltior, The seson.1Brief speetates will be mad.. ai Id ppdmi, ho fitted lip fui
hse : has net
, I lied an% SW? the eta of
Palm ah rip! 1 N1 Whiff. for
aloft -tee.- ! eal of the
\Vivo, beetling oh Woad,. ty faMing
''it .hie beta-Leg sib s disaatrou:
,e•tets. it is it istoo,1 (1141 such a
-lit is iicing ;Ind may be
'Wad earl% thi• a., it le Murrell ba•
iheett ,onsititat %MI his rotor-
tea s sot a: t : nit s 1114 tile Past
THIEVES
GET WATCH AND MONEY FROM
ENGINEER WM. CURLEY.
Series of Accidents U111111041 SIX 11:114-
ployeb of the Lotad Illinois
Central Shoves
Engineer 'William Curies, who
runs on the "high ball" passenger
train, between Paducah and Louis
ville on the Illinois Central considsra
himself lucky, notwithstanding hls
loss of a $50 railroad watch and 115.:'
in hard cash. He congratulates him-
self on his business sagacity in milk-
ing a deposit of several hundred dol-
lars which the thieves "didn't get,"
as he expressed it. lives itr
Louisville and thieves entered his
house, securing his watch and $55 in
money. He had that day deposited
$357 in the bank, and but for tett
action might have been the loser of
$412 and his watch.
While using a crow bar In prizing
up a plank on the Woodstock, Tenn.,
trestle on the Illinois Central. Sall
McGowan. colored, 28 years old, let
the bar slip and fell nearly 40 feet.
He alighted in auch a way as to in-
jure his right hip and shoulder, and
is in the local Illinois Central hospi-
tal.
Joe Tomlinson, colored, machials
helper In the local Illinois Central
shops, let a heavy iron pipe fall on
his right foot this mornig, and badly
mashed the member.
T. L. Wellington, 25 years old, ato, snits ea. Davies on medical al- 'turntable tracks, blocking the table fireman of this city, was bbrned onhas a,%en up pen and ink work land causing the annulment of regu-
lar freight train No. 182, which could 
the hands while firing his engine be-
i 
tween Loutsvile end Central City.not get an engine on account of the
aeeident. Charles Williams, a host- 
He had the "blower" on and fire was
blown out against his hands.It r, was jeatled from the cab and felli Toni Urquhart, colored, 2tt yearsturntable pit, fortunately old, was putting a spring under a I•ar
In the local Illinois Central yards
when the lever slipped and mashed
his riglit hand.
Edward Blanks, a machinist in the
local Illinois Central shops. injuredWho n Mr. Pleas Cheek, a well
his left hand while using a wrench onknown Illinois Central engineer, was
'a tight nut.gent to the river to wash fish Which I
Sam Watkins, 2.;; years old, a fire-had just been dressed, and he did
not return, other members of the par-
i man on the Louisville division of the
Illinois Central at Duleney Hill, wasty went In search for him. They
wetting down coal when the squirtfound hint emerging from the Ohio
river, dripping with fresh water, the
result of an unexpected baths The
fish he bad been entrustad with had
gone into the Ohio with him and were
lost.
Engineers Barksdale and Turner
and Mat hielst Jack Houser, of the
N., C. & St. L. road. and Engineer
('heek. and W. M Tucker, the latter
foreman of the local Illinois Central
boiler shops, Monday went to Bayou'
Mills, abets SmIthland, to enjoy a
week's fishing. Their families ac-
companied them. Saturdas was a
lucky day and a good catch was
made. Sending Engieeer Cheek to
the river to wash a basket of dressed
fish, the) waited patiently but no Mr.
Cheek showed up.
It developed that the populist. en
Rineer had gone to sleep, fatigued
trim hunting and fishing, and had
rolled down the embankment into the
river, his basket of fish going in with
him. The party returned to the city
yesterday.
into the
tie-aping a kb slight bruieeta
51.1 i'l'l",:
.81.11..4 I\To THE WATER.
suyoic, HINGHAM TO 444'N.
leoui•t I-stet:nth e Will Make .an.
other Effort 10 Get 04111M11.4411,11.
hose pulled off and steam and hot wa-
ter burned his right leg.
Mr. J. H. Thorp, foreman of the
!Illinois Central painting crew of the
Louisville division. today began
painting the Kevil depot on the Cairo
extension. He is just finishing the
work on the Loufaville ditision, and
made many improvements, amount-
ing to thousands of dollars.
RIVER NEWS
The Ohio continues to fall and will
soon -be so low that a majority of
the packets will be forced to tie up thrilling experience and a narrow ea-st the hank and wait for the fall rise, cape from serious injury at the hands
While this of coarse almost Pant-1)11" of a Japanese mob. In a dispute overes shipping le river It makes business prices, one of the American sailorsgood for the ship carpenters and struck a Japanese shopkeeper.caulkers. Captain Young Taylor stet I A mob quickly formed, armed withed this morning that he had enough clubs, and started after the assailantbusiness in sight to keep a full force and his three companlons. Two of
seven steamers tieing In waiting now
of mechanics busy until February,
'the sailors were foroed to jump from
a dock and swim to a simpers. Theto go on his docks for repairs. The
others were rescued from the mob byKentucky which discontinued its reg-
the police, who took them aboardular trips last week is also waltina
her turn at the marine ways.
Captain G. W. Wilson, of Nash-
ville, is here looking after some re-
Send a Copy of
THE DAILY SUN
To a Friend One Year
for $2.50
WE are making a special mailingrate of $2.50, .payable in ad-
vance, for The Daily Sun, which af-
fords you an opportunity to remember
your relatives or friends very nicely
with what is virtually a daily letter
from home.
Phone 358
And the Paper Will Start
At Once.
terday taking a look at the immense
amount of machinery that Is used to'.
the boat.
The Joe B. Williams passed down
Sunda) for the Mississippi. with 41)
tow of coal.
The large amount of freight that
actuniulated on the wharf boat while
it was pulled out in the river and
away from the bank was hauled away
Saturday and the normal conditions
prevail on the boat today.
The Gate City is still tied up at
the bank and it is daubtful whet -.et
she will get out this week, or not.
The Clyde will be in from the Ten-
nessee tonight. She w.II not get
away on her return trip before Wel-
neaday.
.1.11'.111% ENE ATI'ACK
.1MERICAN T.aftri.
In Distant. Over Prices. Tar struck
dap and Is Attacked by Mob.
Tokio, Sept. 9.—W1Iile the United
States cruiser Chattanooga Wati at
Hakodate, on her way here from
Vladivostok, four of her men hed a
ship.,
I Is .1 % t•, sem. 9.- There was a The four wallors declare they were-
vetesial't accepted belief abroad victims of an entirely tinwarranted
analse Demociatic politicians last ev- assault by the Japaneae. A thorough
, Tana tieti Mayor Robert W. Bing- 
pairs on barges behinging to the
invetolgatiesn by the ship's officers.
leen has not yet relinquished all hope 
Ayer-lsord Tie Ismpato, at the dry
docks. e 
however, showed that the attack up-
on the storekeeper by the sailor WatI
ch a t he may be a candidate to sec-
ts id hine,elf. The--44npression is about Captain Wade Brown was the en- unprovoked and the Japanese were
dlestboro and tint edits and the i rIli
..... ii11;.• !•:- -flie --e”-a Iiii'Wtia will he •eipal part ot the daY siVI be -I" Iv s.,„!,•!, h , %et% !t-i,,,,t HtioaSs divaled that Mayor Bingham 
gineer on the J. B. Richardson which ,,x0„ratt,ti.
!is :oil; cherlahing a hope that he and carried a load of colored excursion- The Chattanooga's tisk to Yoko-
here. Froni this point he will pro !
hi, fnetid, may be able to force the 
ists to Cape Girardeau. All returned llama has been marked by the usual
ceed to, Winsh•ster. making. brief 'wee mule it lin vv.
stops at Corbin. Londen. Liyings!on. mAx,,N miii,„. !,,, 1,1 ‘1, ;ippointtio.nt of a commission to taks 
that morning In good shape. There exchange of calls with Japanese ofil-Berea and Richmond. aril% ing at a il H 'large lit ore local nominating ma. was no trouble of any kind on the dials. Full shore ',ems has been.m. Atrompansing r Fairbankm Maiy A. E Harvey, of ess,„ 1.,.1chatty. or that, in the failure of tri p'
will he a number of speakers of prom- Ione of the OW prominent wee, , Ii ill ! th:''• '1'eY will announce in the regu- The St. Bernard Coal company Is have been no untoward occurrences.hence. the comet, died Saturday nigH „f :ar pi I tnar) called by the city and loading 32.00e brick on one of their
Mr. Fairbanka eill nteke several ale, ess of the lungs after a Ilngs:ing,A°Hit?' I esettive committee Septem. barges which the Mary N. will tow to APPRAISEMENT MADE OFspeeehes in oilier sections of the i::tiess. She ts as born October 30,1 her .-:1 Pinckneyville tomorrow. The brick
stele, • I 1073 and niaretsi December 30. :I will be uted In building the new bank
building there.__ 1592, to Ishman Harvey, She leavesirlIW. sATURDAV IfffiEhl 0 H. C. Rhothas. C. E. Jennings andNEW LIST OF FORBIDDF:\ Hooka the following re attves: lidiant Mir- ' DAM$GE TO GROCERY. The Dick Fowl-Pr got out this morn- Virgil Sherrill, appraisers, tiled a re-illy. hashsnd; Hurry. Ethel, Renal", lug with .her usual good traffic port with Referee in Bankruptcy E.Fire del several hundred dollars aboard
Pope'.4..signs Work of Preparation .0 Grover'and Bryant. Harvey; children. W. Bagby. appraising the property ofaamage to the grocery- store of Iver-Freell Edelen tie India. sire Lon' s Wurtmart. mother; Mr% The Joe Fowler left at-noon on her the Paducah Furniture company ata
Vernon 8:twit, sister; Messrs. Lamle lett & Williams, at Sixth and Bosk- regii4ar trip to Evansville. The Hop- $120,907.310. itemized appraisementRotes. 51 p1 9 - it has been (it Sam and Fiat! arlirtman. brothere. _ man streets, Sunday morning at I: 3o kins will he In tomorrow evening: follows; Machinery. $12,125; timbero'clock. The origin of the fire te-tor-The funeral was held yesterday af-
4nclex of forbldden hooks, and the ternoon at 3 o'clock, burial in Nits known and incendiarism is suspected.
pope has neatened the work to mein- Kendree cemetery, Rev. Calvin M. The fire companies did exeellent
work. staving the building. The gro- trig to the Barrett line and towed by
bets of the congregation of the lu- Thompson conducted the service.
dex. The large volume. which was eery Is a new one, having just been
I 
t
the George Gardner reached Partemuch changed le the late pope, stilt HONOR AwArrs 11.00T IN MF:NICO built and funning less than a month. cab last night en route to Mein-mentions many books which are re insurance is carried,
given to the cruiser's men and there
PADUCAH FURNITURE CO.
longer in existence. Mention of siva
works will be eliminated and recent
ones added
It is not the find time that this
has been done in the history of th•
church. For instance, several works
of Cardinal Beliormino. Galileo and
Copernicus. wich evere once in the
°Metal catalogue of forbidden books,
were tisken vet by late pontiffs.
,It. tit probable Met the Mention-0f
Eugene Site, Zola, Dumas and °tiles
Secretary Eltaied alember of Geo-
graphical Society of Capital City. FIRST FooTRAI,I, HURT OF YEAR
Mexico City, Sept 9 - Secretara High school Bev Suffers Broken Col,
Root has been elected an honorary
member of the Geographical Statisti-
cal s(Wety of Mexico City, the third
oldl'ast scientific society in the world.
A committee of the {boat distinguish-
ed schtilarti-of een
annotated- to - nreetnit me Root with
the documents of intatiti,e,.tep upon
French novellata Will be eliminated.ihis arrival kers.
natl.
Charles Flriegeman, watchman at
the dry docks, is quite sick with ma-
larial fever.
The City of Saltillo will be oat
The gauge stood 7.6 today, a fall in yards. $7,k91.99; manufactured
of 6.6. goods. $31,176.10; real estate and
A large barge of lumber belong- buildings, $60.620; Mottle Bauer,
steamboat. $1,500; notes, $200; cash
on hand, $1,021.92; Kentucky Build-
ing' and Loan association stock,
$146.48; wholesale accounts $5,-
725.89; retail accounts, $500.
BRYAN AND ;LONG SPEAK
FROM SAME PLATFORM.
Wellington, Kan., Sept. 9.—W. J
tar Roue in Mate Play. or. the Tennessee today on her return
Chicopee, Mass,. Sept 9.-- Ths trip to St. Louis. . Bryan and Senator Chester I. Long
first football accident of the Petition - The U. S. anagho at E. A. Wootton! spoke from the same platform here
has been recorded here. Within 
aI 
Was tied tip at the wharf all dav Saturday night. Thais. met • by chanrs•
OraCtice yeaterday the collar hone :of craft haft been here a number
looking as they stopped here to-Change traits.
of The Nebraskan has almost. lost his
minute of beginning the first footba:i yesterday. While the OPc'ollar
'Prlod GiNgits lit Mt, Chtconee -
'triton! eleven was broken la in 1:lingshg.trnimets Isnhteresi t et.3), -aVa ahi-re met a great num. and is on his way home to recuperce.
source of 1 voice through continued apeak;nit
lAlto. iber of people went,aboard her yes--BOth men kes' clear of politics.
1 I
ROSY VIEW
HARRIMAN SAYS WE HAVE HAD
OUR PAIRIIIC.
Wall Street Is a Fake Reflector of
the Condition of the
Country.
-mining—pan ler"
"Coming punk?" asked Harrtnian.
sharply.
"Corning panic? Going panic oath-
Pr. We've had our panic."
"But many people look for anoth-
er and a more protracted one," per-
sisted the reporter. Harrimets closed
him eyes and looked weary.
"Why a panic?" he sudderrly de-
manded.
"What's the use of one? The coun-
try is enormously rich. Out In the
west, the southwest and the north the
people are too busy making moitey
Buffalo, N. SePt. 9.- "went, to lose time In 'searching the future
sort of a rentwter is 'The Street,' at-13" the hopes of having troubles de-
ter all? all tell you—it's a false one. vel°P for °will,"
"What matter it mocks show the
upward turn of a point One day and a
downward move of 2 or 5, the next?
That is no indication of the real
wealth of the country or of the eoun-
try's -prosperity. and it is no reflec-
tion of actual conditions. There's no
panic corning; we have had our pan-
ic and its going away."
In these words Edward H. Harri-
man gave the most optimistic inter-
view of his recent areer today.
Asked to tell how pleased tie is
with the Immunity bath promised his
K.ANSAM EDITORS FOR TAFT.
Republican l'uldiothere Favor Hoighen
for Second l'Iwee.
Topeka. Kan.. Sept. 9 -A poll of
the Republican editors of the state
indicate that Kansas is for taft for
the nomination for the presidency to
succeed Roosevelt. Out of 197 edi-
tors reporting 159 are for Taft.
Hughes, of New York, gets the great-
est number of second and third chore
votes. Senatqr La Follette gets the
famous Alton deal by the Reese- second greatest number of first choice
veit administration, Mr. Harriman
smiled and said:
"I dota"t know anything about any
immunity bath. If it hat been
pledged anew the knowledge has es-
caped me."
And of the recent Fish blow which
Stuyvesant Fish pleated on the end of
Mr. Harahan's noee--saying the while
that he wished it passed to Hard-
mates—"that little ehrldip" —Mr.
Harriman was equaly uninformed.
"All exaggerated, don't you think?'
he asked. "Anyway, I've nothing
against Fish--any fish—and I've been
catching-a good many of them lately,
as you may have heard. Not a thing
against them have I get. None of
then' ever gave me a very desperate
tussle.
"You New Yorkers seem to think
that the busy men of the country,
the men who do thinge, govern, all
their movements and-shape all their
plans by Wall street. I don't pay
anr attention to it. I am not in the
market in any way. I am too busy,
and the fact is-that I have too many
real things 'oupying my attetrtion.
"We've Had Our Panic."
"But it was deemed rather remark,
able in the financial district that
there should be a bulge in prices im-
mediately after the Watson crash had
been announced anti in face of the
talk of prospective hard times and s
alt
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votes. Hughes gets fifty second choice
votes and thirty-six third choiee voters
La Follette gets nineteen first choice,
thirty-three third choice votes Speak
em Cannon gets five first choice, four
teen second and twenty-three third
Ninety-nine editors expressed as
their opinion that Roosevelt should
accept a renomination. Eighty-four
opposed it. One hundred and eightt-
one say his successor should advocate
the Roosevelt policies. Three are
opposed.
MAKING HUGE GUNS FOR JAPAN
Krupp Woiks constructing Thirty
Monster Cannon for War Ships.
Essen, Germany. ,Sept. 9.—Th..
Krupp works are building for Japan
about 30 12-Inch guns for use on
board battle/ships, and they are con-
tinuing the fulfillment of a contract
made soon after the war with Russia
ended for re-equipping the Japanese
field artillery. Japan only placed the
order with the Krupps because the
British works were filled with order%
three years ahead. Japan is selling
her old field artillery to the Chinese
viceroys.
The Krupp are sending the gees
to Japan in -the_ rough, bored out,
hut not finished. The guns will - he
completed and mpunted in the Japa-
nese arsenals.
The reports circulating abroad that
the Krupp works are engaged on
enormous orders for war material
placed by Japan recently are Incor-
rect.
BAPTIST CHURCH
DEDICATED AT FULTON.
Fulton, Ky., Sept. 9 --The Stet,. E.
Y. ,Mullins, of Louisville, one of the
greatest Baptist dlvines, dedicated
the FirsteBalltist churcla Sunday af-
ternoon` in a power/el sermon. The
church has recently been built at a
.cost of $10,000 and is entirely free
from debt,
o
.4
